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T 0. Etaucum. 59, prome'ent•
real estate agent in Murray for
a nuelber of years, Passed away
last night at the Murray Hospital
at 10:55. Mr. Baucurn had been
ill for a number of years from a
heart condition, which became
steadily worse.
He was stricken last Friday and
taken to the Murray. Hoapital,
where efforts were made to revive
him however his condition re-
'renamed unchanged until last night
when he succumbed.
Mr. Baucum has been a familiar
_ere in Murray for many years
. eas handled hundceds of, real
cstate transfers in Murray and
Calluway County. Some of the
iargeet transfers were made bY
Mr. Baucum.
He wes a member of the First
Methocest Church where he was a
member of the Board of Stewarda.
/Sand Methodist Men's Club. He was
.* member of the WOW.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Rubye Baucurn of Murray: his
neither, Mrs. Lynch Baucum of
Murray; one daughter. Mrs. Dare-
thy Ann Baucum Sibley of Mem-
phis; two esters. Miss Leila Bau-
curn :2 Murray and Mrs. Fred
Hargis of Murray; three grand-
children, George Sibley, I r.,
Georges Ann Sibley and Robert
eJarnes Baucum, all of Mernehie
The funeral wei be held at the
Feet Methodist Church at 3 30 p.m.
on. Saturday. conducted by the
Rev. Paul T Lyles and Bro. Wil-
liam Medeues.
Pallbearers will be Hoyt Roberts.
T Rafe Jones, Torn McElrath,
Harry Dulaney. Glenn Doran and
Geo•ge Hart.
The Board of Stewards of eel
chureb are honorary pallbearer*.
• Friends may call at the Max





FRANKFORT, July 8 et —TIM
State Fish "end Wildlife Depart-
liment reported that bass tithing at
Lake Cumberland was improving
Thursday The fish being caught
were bigger and there were more
of them
The largest catches were beeg
taken by casting surface arid me-
dium - running lures in the jurnpa.
although nice catches came from
trolling off the reeky points and
deep banas with deep - runninc
'4 Crappie continued to tank as the




PITTSBURGH (1/1 —Police and
FBI agents today checked the
statement of a 59-year-old bank
teller who said he embezzled $24,-
000 for a "final"payoef to a black-
mailing huaband whom he had al-
ready given $25,000.
Emil H. Groaglass, teller at the
Farmers National Bank at Beaver
Falls, Pa., refused to name his
alleged blackmailer during perist-
ent questioning by FBI agents
Thursday.
The barehlor teller, who worked
at the bank 40 yeara, insisted he
took the money to complete a $50e
000 payoff to a man who had
trapped him in a compromising
position with his wife. He was
held in Allegheny County jail
:when he was unable to raise $3.-
500 bond following a preliminary
hearing before a United States
commissioner. _
Geoseleas was arrested Wednes-
day night in Beaver 'Falls, about
30 miles northwest of Pitteburgh,
on charges of making a false bank
entry.
D. W. Oldershaw, president of
the bank, said Thuraday Grosglass
told him rust of the blackmail
payoffs whan cot-greeted with ate,
diting proof Of the shortage. The
'teller repeated the story later to
the FBI.
Assistant U.S. Attorney D. Mal-
colm Anderson said federal of-
ficers were "skeptical- of the ac-
count given by Grogglass. Ander-
son said the pudgy. bespectacled
teller related that the husband had
demanded $75,000 but a $50,000
compr om Lae was a flecled.-
Grosgletiss said, he paid the hug--
band $5,000 a year for five years
with a final sum of $25,000 due
this year.'
But Anderson said the teller re-
fused to name the blackmailing
husband. He also gave no indica-
tion how he managed .the yearly
$6,000 payments on his annual $4,-
560 salary The bank said it was
sure he had taken only $24.000
An FBI complaint said Grac-
eless had declared cash on hand
June 8 as $403.744, but the amount
actually was $379.744.
The shortage was diaeovered
during a routine audit._
Oldmehaw described Grainless
as "most courteous and efficient,
uhd certainly a man of unpreten-
tious air," His neighbors described








Gene Pell, 18 year old son
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pell of Pa-
ducah. was the guest speaker yes-
terday at the Murray Rotary Club.
Young Pell was introduced by
Al Hughes, Scout executive or
Paducah. Mr. Hughes in tom Yeas
introduced by George Hart, who
was in charge of the program.
Gene who graduated from Til-
ghman Hjgh School this Spring,
spoke to the Rotarians with the
finesse of ii practiced luncheon
speaker. He spoke on the "Value
of Scouting" and urged that interest
be manifested in the drive to
begin soon to develop the Scout
Reservation on Johnathan Creek.
Toting Pell breught otlt the' point
that of the military personnel in
World War II who attended Officer
Candidate Schools. 69 per cent
were former scouts. He used the
stronger point that of SI] the
Congressional Medal of Honor win-
ners. 90 per cent were former
Eagle Scouts.
Pell said that boys in scouting
need camps. He said that young
boys join scouting to that they
can camp, not so they
made better citizens The mak
of better citizens, and better all
round boys comes with scouting
he said_ It is imperative that camp-
ing facilities be. furnished.- he said,
so that a fell program can be
carried out. -
.The camp on Johnathan _Creek 
comprises over 450 acres of lane
which will be developed Info one
of the best Boy Scout Camps in
the United States
'Young Pell was able to choose
between a four year scholaishio at
North Western. Harvard and Yale.
becruse of his scholastic record
and extra-curricular record while
in high school He chose Harvard
and plans to enter the diplomatic
service •
Visiting Rotarians yesterday were ,
Joe Brooks of Benton and - Wen-
dell Richardson of McKenzie.,
A. Carman hae as hts guest
Dr. Bill Stroube of the University
, I
'Of Kentucky
It was announced that Ralph
Woods had been named to assist
the new District Goverpor. Jack
Roberts, under a new program
Instituted this year. whereby forme-r
district governors are et be utilized
on snecial projects De elretiriaris
was district governor immediateey
before Ernest Vogt, whose term
In that office expired lest week.
DAUGHTER IS BORN
eateleide Cumberland, how- baseball 'diamond
ever, with good catches made at: The second half of the twan bill Sherry Elizabeth is the name 
anxious relatives 'of ..,the missing,
sarteeeeht qn :medium - size minnows tett see the , American Legion given to the six pound eleven Ithe,- said.
• depths of 15 to 20 feet
Hospital News
ei Patients admitted from Monday
11.30 p im. to Wednesday 4:00, pm.
Mrs Glenn Burnett, Rt. I. Box
1770, Benton; Mr 'Charlie Bob Os-
born, Rt, 1, Murray; Mrs. Wilburn
Dickerson and baby etre Rt. 6
Murray: Mrs. Garland Wallace.
Rt. 3, Dover. Tenn': Mr. Aubrey
N.- Ray, Hazel; Mr. _urtiss Ray
' Johnson, 21e North 13th .St Mur-
ray; Mrs Otis Hatcher. 306 So.
.15th St., Murray. Mrs. Bobby
seesawrenre and baby girl. 904
Pogue St. Murray. Master Michael
Willoughby, 402 Sycamore, Mur-
ray, Mrs Woodrow Herndon and
baby girl. Rt. 5, Murray, Mr. John
Warner, 616 Bread' St, Murray:






, . aiwest Kent: -Partly
cloudy. continued warm and hu-
diesel, with scattered- thunderilteste
era today, tonight and Saturday.
High today 90. tote tonight near
70.
Kentucky Weather Summary
Hieh humidity. outherly *ends
near 15 miles per hour.
Thursday's highs — London 87,
Bowling Green 85. Louisville 88,..._
re:weals $8, Hopkinsville 85.
' All-Stars here on Saturday night
at 6:15 o'clock at the high school
team of Murray play the American
&ion tram of Jackson, Tennes-
see Jackson is the ,team to belt
Murray this season, so the games
I'tomorrow night should bring
plenty et fans to the diamond.
ounce daughter of Mr. and' Mrs.
Walter Moser, Jr born June 26
at the Methodist Hospital in India-
repot's. Indiana W.. B. Moser. Sr.
and. Mr and Mrs. Tilmon Jeffrey
are grandparents.
SUES FOR HORSE RACE LOSINGS
PAULA AIELLO, 28, displays paremutueljtickets which she thinks
trey help her get lost horse race mone back In New York. She
bet all eight races June 27 at Aqueduct, claims she dropped $425.
Now Paula, a dress buyer, has attorneys who cite Section 994 of the
state penal code, and claim It provides that anyone who loses such
huts may sue and recover earns,  (International Soundphoto)




Thew-, Coast Guard vessels were
I assigned .to criss cross a 3.800
square mile area off. the coast
of New Jersey throughout Thursday
:night
I "There is nothing 'new tin report
but the search is continuing." the
!Coale Guard said early today.
The only evidence that the radio
reports might be authentic was an
s oil slick and an orange life jacket
found Thursday in the vast search
arra.
Oil slicks are generally formed
on the water when fuel leaks from
a sinking ship The life preserver
found bore no evidence of burns
and ne markings to indicate from
what vessel it might have been
lost,.
Six vessels named Blue Star are
registered in the United States.
Authorities said all of the are
had been accaunted for some 20





The revival meeting at the New:
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church begins
on Sunday morning, July 10 with
Rey. Bill Clark Thomas doing the
preaching. '
Meetings will' be held twice
daily, 11:00 a.m. and 7:45 pin,
with everyone cordially invited to'
attend.
The meeting will continue
through Sunday night. July 17.
Freeman WAloughby will be In
charge of the singing and Mrs.
Pauline Smith will play the ,piapra
Rev. D. W. Billingten, 'pastor- W
the church, urges all who veil
attend the revival to enjoy both




. NEW YORK, July 8 ,Ui — Coast
Guard rescue ships searched a
broad area of the Atlantic Ocean
today for' any clue which might
peeve whether a reported sea dis-
saw. was a costly hoax or a catasl
trophe.
Radio reports of a fire at sea
and an abandoned ship were re-
ceived early Thursday by the tug-
boat Nancy Moran and intercepted








Vol. LXXV1 No, 161
2.335-MILE L.A.40-HONOLULU RACE UNDERWAY
SAK• S IlltLOW IN ar-thne NIKE 53 yachts get underway at Los Ange es for the 2.335-milvace to




Out Hard Week Theatre 200
sta
Bert T Combs. administration-sup-
WHITLEY CITY, July 8 (I.PI — Nyw Method
ported gubernatorial candidate, was -
rounding out a week of hard Of Financinorcampaigning in the mountain coal
counties today with Speeches here
and in four other town's.
Also on the Combs itinerary
today were Bwellide, Annville.
London and Williamsburg.
Combs took a new tack in his
tPalgn with speeches It AlbanyMonticello Thuractiry, Ike
The reports, transmitted by radio 
quietspoken former Court of Ap-
telephone, purported to come from 
peals judge has begun to center
his .attaek on his chief opponentthe fishing vessel Blue Star They 
said the ship had struck a floating 
A B Chandler
log, exploded and caught fire and
crewmen had been forced to •ban- 
eds 
not 
witht suanpported  mabythke-
that most of the 21 passengers and 
in:ecichaisnarg
facts. He said Chandler claims to
don eaelleWilbout .1kle PreseLesee he . the father of the REA program
Further reports said a foreign in Kentucky, but nobody will be'
submarine was surfacing nearby fooled by this , claim. • .
and taking on survivors. Combs said "Patricia will re-
Coast Guard search and rescue member a great American by the
headquarters in New ;York said the
reports might well be a hoax. ',teat
it said 'N. search for survivors
would continue as long as there
wag' any chance that someone
might need help
CoagL Greed officials considered
name of Roosevelt who conceived
and carried into effect our rural
_electrification program." •
.Moreover, Combs charged Chan-
dler with actually trling to block
the enable-1g -REA in
Kentucky because of a desire to
protect private poweretnterests,
it sign leant that no. tans had been eaCtbs sgid Kentucky is one of
!received from persons asking about only three states in which the
everanie er TehrupeK w nt•ry t ch,ta arvati01Per,
a true sea disaster occurs there is Placed under regulation by the
generally a flood of inquiries from Public Service Coenslatelnen-----
"During the adrrrinieration of my
opponerit."- Combs said. "the Meal
Electrification Corporation fared
'se badly that no co-op was. able
to procure ( entreat to construct
lines when their applieaticin was
protested by a private 'utility."
Chandler Hits
Administration .
HENDERSON. July 8 lia —A. B.
C'handier continued to hanuner
iway af what he calls the admen-
atlineseeeferts to thrust the ep-
pointrnent of, a new president for
Weatern Kentucky State College
into politics in a speech here'
Thursday.
The anteackninistration candi-
date for governor charged again
that the decision on the new pres-
ident for Western has already been
made — and was made, he raid,
by aen. Earle C. Clements.
Chandler went on to charge
;hat although this choice has beeni
made for some time, the admin-
istration has offered the job to
five or six others to win their
support in the primary.
Reports pressed Chandler after
the speech at Hartford earlier
Thursday to say whether Carlos
B. Oakley. Union County school
superintendent, was the man he
believes has been piomised the
presidency.
Chandler replied. "Draw your
own conclusions. Isn't he a politi-
cal ally 4Clements and isn't Ile i
from CI nts' home town?"
The presidency of Western fee
been vacant since the death of Dr.
Paul I. Garrett in Febniary. Kel-
ly Thompson, Western athletic di-
reeler. has been serving as actibg
president • since that time.
Garrett, a former state official
under Chandler and a former
school superintendent of Chandler's
hometown, was named to the pres-
edenry ot Western by Chandler re
1937.
By JACK (AVER
Crated Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK (1/1 -- Broadway
has stem many an unusuall play
financin1 and production plan in
the pest, but none more exceptional
than that rntkgiaed in Theater
let Inc.
And the oddest factor of all is
that, whatever its ultimate fate,
this program doesn't have to pro-
duce profits today, tomorrow or
even next year. The 154 investors
of $500.000 are People who can
afford to wait for results. A num-
ber of them are right out of Dunn
and Bradstreet.
There are other unusual aspects
The creater and executive of this
plan. Edward Spector, had no
theater experience whatever until
late last year although he had
been in one branch of the enter-
tathment business for 25 years as
manager of the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony Orchestra.
"There would be no point as far
as I am concerned to getting a
Grandmother Seeks Answer To
$64.000 Decision In Bible
By JOHN LANGDON
United Press Staff Correspondent
HARRISBURG. Pa. le .-Nfrs.
Catherine Kreazer, a Pennsylvania
grandmother with a $64,000 deci-
sion, will be reading her Bible
often before she makes up her
mind.
She pat at an oval, oll-eloth cov-
ered table' in the big, comfortable
kitchen in hqr. pc,....un Hollow
home Thursday night and opened
tier Bible at random foe a Photog-
rapher. Then she laughed and read
from proverb's:
to an adviser On the big question.
"I wouldn't ask father because
he won't' go to New York." she
said.
Mrs. Kreitzer's husband. Joseph,
also remained disareetly out of the
circle of his wife's limelight dur-
ing the visit to their eight acre
Camp Hill. RD Is farm.
Fair To Navy
The 54-year-old mother of six
sons who have nine children fin-
gered a pile Of -letters and tele-
grams and explained that "it just
done let myeele.ahink about the
decision — it wouldn't be fair to
the erivy"Wilt thou set thine ayes upon
that which is not? For riches cer- "They pay me a salary to type
bills of lading at the Mechanics
-'trimly make themselves wings like
burg supply depot, and I'll do myan eagle that Meth toward beats-
- en." deciding on my own time."
_ r 
• 
The telephene - -rang, and
"I couldn't turn to that by chigtee
again in 10 years," ahe said. .
The Big Risk .
- :But she wouldn't say whether
`the ancient scriptural admonition
might reflect her own thoughts
on the decision she must make by
next Tuesday raght — whether to
take the $32,000 her -Bible knowl-
edge has won her thus far in a
quiz show or risk it in a try for
$64.000.
"I haVen't given any thought
to what I'll do." she insisted.
tell Hal March, master Of cere-
#130.;es on "The, $64000 Question"
television show, next Tuteadae."
Mrs. Kreazer said in the event
She decided to try the $64,000 ques-
tion. She would not ask her '82-
year-old father. Joseph Bucher,
also a Bible scholar, to serve as





The weather man wouldn't
ebonite his tune today All he
would say was "more heat"
A stifling heat wave blanketed
the nation's eastern two thirds for
the "'ninth straight day and the
weather forecasters said they
couldn't do a thing about it.
The vain maes or muggy air bat-
tled with an advancing cool leant
in the West. setting off tornadoes
in Minnesota and Nebraska. A
child was killed and nine other
persons were injured when a twist-
er Marshall. Minn,
area Teu.relay night, and another
tornado ripped, away roes early
today in, the loup city. Net,, area.
Mrs.
Kreitzer commented:
"I thought the bell would be
worn out by now"
She slid she had received scores
of letters. wires and phone cs
from "all over the country
I don't even know.
"Most of them are congratula-
tory,"_ she said, "and many are
of a religious nature, but it's curi-
ous—I haven't tad any from min- ,
isters."
"Some poor lady out in the West
asked for $2,000 to pay off her
mortgage. I worked at the Netry
for three years to pay mine off,"
she said.
"A few of the letters are from
cranks. though. They don't sign
their names, I -just tear thern up.
"Another I remember was from.
a doictor so-and-so who wanted me
to send him all the money. He
said he could do mush more good
with it than I ever could."
As for the federal incctine tax
slice — an estimated $14.460 on
$32,800 . or $.37.440 on the $64.000
jackpot — "that doesn't worry
me," she said. "You just pay them
and be done with it."
Invitations for public appear-
aces have poured els ganef Are
began her three-week eepeeyeraisa- eak
nine run on television. "but 1 4- /
turned them all down,sflat." she •
said. 1 • -5
Then she led tne way out of the
trim, old- feanioneil white frame
house to. pod!' 'oat -a hand pump
with a cup oe top in the shadow
of a clinstime trumpet Nine.
ellie best photographed pump
in the country," she said.
One hundred yards away chil-
dren splashed and yelled in the
wide Conadoquinet Creek, and her
black- cocker pup, Gismo, frolicked
at the heels of two Of her grand-
sons.
* rnertry ttirtitlit-F merrir to' - Bast Ter fteeelter
-invest in plays." Specter explained. The storms caused some ternp-
"Our Real i ;active product of eratuae chops. but fpreeasters saids. iod
plays; in short, we hope-to become a mas,ive high pressure centered luIore Salkoff the S.aarth Carolina coast woulda powerful influencein the the-
aretae7"-cretel- 
prcbebly keep most 'of the East
a year or two sooner than
• .
production goal had been Sweltering trough the weekend. vaccine IsIn Newark. NJ. it was so hot  .
that the strip teasers at Minsky'seven' Specter anticipated Theater




burlesque started cemplaining. A Releasedwith" the venerable Theater Guild 
next fall in the presentation of
through the streets of Sioux Falls,:a '
new play entitled "Affair of Honor" 
S.D., in the nude. explaining to
by Bill Hoffman 
police she was Eve looking for WASHINGTON.; July 8 it? —'
"Ultimately." explained Spector. Adam. The gcvernment released 300.000
Tea heated up with the doda.es of Salk polio vaccine today"we will produce on our own. We , 
;will invest som-e money of our 
weather and work seemed less arid for Immediate use es the nation's•owis 4. a ,
—we're putting UD 50 per cent of 1 nerc the •Trugay weather was
Detroit.ess .ittractisC In 
the lai;aking for the cutht trier:•faria, -cv-orieneoler- ror walkouts 8t'"example ._ but we will take In cihrysier plant which eventually
eutsicie investors just the way tither I idled 7.000 men. .
producers do
sl 3
Haat Takes lives June B. when a little more than, prepared ete ,were red to ii The beat ales continued to take
lose $100.000. if necessary, in x- ' toll in lives, A 19-month-old 
1.0011000 shots made alle the Eli
1
perimental investments in the Pro- .sieeresion. Wis..
e
Lilly Co. were approved.
a
girl suefocated when, Today's action means k total ofductions of others 'bee getting • see' atiree trapped in het father's
involved in any sort of eroduction I parked car where the sun heated 
1.837.900 doses of vaccine have
credit, but I liked this Hoffman the temperature to 130 degrees, 
been released under rigid new
play when it came along arid the At Pittsburgh a woman went to 
m safety standards put into effect
Guild .people seem to have some the root of her home to seek re... May 
,a
--
confidence in me, an we're in lief and fell 35 feet to her depth. ' 
All told. about 10.8.17.000 shots
businessh  . Herb temperatures Thursday 
have been released by the health
Spector
uyrtpho4 
post in 1952 end Tex.. and 103 at Carabad. N.M. 
illation prrgyam began on April
resignig from Fes Pitts-
•
eluded a sizzling 107 at Preside), 
service since the mass polio Moe-
rg
gave himself ewe years in W 
,,,
hich Sioux City, Iowa. had 97. and Chi- ' ''''
to raise the, finds for his dream rag° 94, while the mercury stayed i In addition to releasing the 300,-
project. He met his deadline of under 90 for the first time since ,000 shots today, the health service
Iselling 200 unit S or stock at $2.500, Saturday in New York City. announced two major enovea to
by eat Sept. "15 and moteed into : Predictions for today called for insure continued safete it the
the Broadway scene To . get ex- I another 90-degree scorcher'in New i vaccine and to improve it. the
perience. he invested$10.000 last York. however. nd Chicagoans' moves:
winter in "The Wayward Saint"• feared temperatures Giese to 100. Assignment of six scientists to
by Paul Vincent Carroll. with the '
privilege - not usually granted Annual H ' 
the vaccine manufacturers to -re-




orneconung . Information" between governmentminority backers - of sitting in .
on all of theeproceedings Jo learn
the trade. 
 -.- . 
 —
The annual homecoming servicec,olutactiom will be..held at the Jeffrey ("erne-
Inadvertently the price for fry- : tery on .Sunday. Jeer 10. There
era in the AA& - advertiacament,, will be preaching • services at II
yeeterday was not printed ' ()clerk in the morning followed
The cum t 
up 
tin, have lead "pan by a basket ro. diner and singing in research platerneetiened _at dig-
ready Fryers. A ik P's the afternoon. All persons interes- covering new knowledge immecii.
usual fine quality, pound 43c" t , ted i the upkeep of the cemetery, ately applicable to the further
The Ledger and Times regrets :ere asked to =end or send theirlimprovemett of preductiere sod
this error. • i ko raributions, testing of 'poliomyelitis vaccine.-
7
nearly-stalled mass inoculation pro-
gram.
-The shpts, ma& by Wyeth tele -
oratories. were the f: rat cleared
by the Public Health Service since
and industry scientists and to
"strengthen .the expanded research
program" of government led in-
deafly The slit scientists win make
their,' first visits to the plants
"within two weeks."









































• 7▪ 4 1' I t rt s-
•
No other important forage crop,
has presented the difficult prob- I
lents connected with seed pro- i
duction that have beer; encount-
ered with alfalfa.
'Grimm,. first really hardy at-
tails, was dissersered in 1900. It
was two or three decades before
Substantial commercial seed sup-
plies uere available to farmers.
At Its supply peak, r.ot more '
than a small percentage of the
seed used in the Grimm territory
was of the Grimm variety. Sev-
eral other hardy varieties were
&sellable also but only in veey
Small quantities.
Considerable ..... reh work
was done during that period but
It was forty years later before
varieties tIlit were the product
of breeding were developed.
Ranger, Bue'alo and Atlantic all
appeared in the early forties but
not much seed was evadable for
use during the seven or eight
years following.
Ranger alfalfa is the first ma-
jor istrodisctson of a new, su-
perior forage crop variety
adapted to the. Northern States.
The quick increase in usage
proves that farmers will accept
new forage crops just as they
accept new varieties of wheat,
oats, and hybrid corn. Up to 1955.
Ranger has made a record of over
100,000,000 pounds of seed cerd-
fied.
The team work required to
bring ample quantities of certi-
fied seed of superior forage crop
varietiet to farmers Ls more
Complex than for grain crops.
In an effort to speed -hp seed
production of unproved varieties.
not only of alfalfa but of other
forage crops, the National Four.-
dation Seed Program was started
as a ,Cooperative effort between
liS U. S. DeparuneM of Agricul-
ture, the Intern.ational Crop Im-
provement Association, State ex-
periment stations, and the Ames-
lean Seed Trade Association. The
admin,stration of this program is




seed of alfalfa and red
clover varieties included in
the National Foundation
Seed Program. (1st and 6th
years)













Includes the 3 categories toun-





Branch, A-R.S., U.S.D.A., at the
Plant Industry Station in Belts.
vflle. Maryland. It Is goverped
by a committee made up of Fed-
eral, State and commercial rep-
resentatives.
ptgram are recommended by&tittles to earn* under the
one of the regional forage crop
committees and must be ap-
proved by the central committee
before organized increase is un-
dertaken. ,The effectiveness of
.11se program during the first flv•
years of its siperauon with al-
falfa.' and red clover is shown La
The accompanying table.
The teamwork among private
and governmental agencies over
widely separated parts of the
United Statet has demonstrated,
with alfalfa, hew well the same
treatment may be applied for
other crops, and It Las made it
possible for farmers everywhere
to buy the best alfalfa seed in
;4story.
SUB-SEA ADVENTURE. Jane Russell and .Richard
Egan take time out from skin-diving thrills for ro-
mance in the above scene from Hoard Hughe-:
13,000.000 Technicalor Superscope drama, "Under









Crackers. Nabtsco corn thins
Sweet Potatoes
Rice, Uncle Ben's long grain .
Tea, L&M .
Flour, Red Bird ... 24
Swans Down
Syrup, 1 gal. white Penick




PICNICS, tenderized 6 to a lbs. avg.
Dried Beef




1 lb. can 19c
14 oz. 32c
91 1 -01. 29c
No. V./ can 23c
14-oz. 28c
1 / lb. 60c
lb. (plain) $1.45







4 oz. net 39c
lb. 33c
-• 




ITO trncrm AND irrktr.R, MnITIAY, NEN-a c/CRY
- •
i The c,ons and all the rest of ; Anether—question that keeps pop- i them. Isaheste that Divy-and his
! Davy Crockett us have been in a state of shock +ping is, "How have things deeds reflect the kind of spirit thatlehanged ler you since the popu- built America. •
of Ditee. Crockett? ' I have visited 22 cities in con-It doesn't seem possible. st least ilarlY
HAMS, canned (cooked, boned, fatted)
3 lbs. net
STEAK, Sirloin choice beef






Life Today-Tr-- to get a • letter -now and then,, 'tawny from my mother in Texas.,
• • Once in a while I'd write her
to me, that Si) rMich could happen
in six months.
Well, for on•A, mire i  
Icomfortable and ',spy - feet are
• Like mail, for instance. I used warmer. ass
Bv FESS PARKER
Written Fee The Coated Press
. HOLLYWOOD U'- Although
they didn't realize It last December
15 was . the day all the raccoons
.n the country ehould have started
i runn.ng
1 The was the day my boks, Walt
Dtsney. showed the first Davy









4 lb. ctn. 59c
WE BUY COUNTRY HAMS
•
•
Now that rm under Contract to
Mr. Disney am buying my firet
house. It has furniture built to my
back 
• i size, which is six-five. And the
Now the mail arrives by the
sacklul from everywhere. and my
writing arrn is about worn out. I'm
hard put to answer some of the
questions, too, like - when they ask,
-How could Davy kill a b'ar when
he was Only three-.
-I guess the b'ars were littler
and the boys bigger in those
Ida
floor has radiant heat .All my life
I have suffered from cold feet, due
to heat rising to the top. When I
stand in a hot mem my head swel-
ters while my. feet freeze. The
radiant 5eet under the floor cures
that.
The most Impressive thing- so far
about being identified with Da;sy
is that kids listen when I talk to
"Davynectien v.ith the mov e,
Crockett, King of the Wild Fron-
tier," and it is very gratifying to
Me to see how the meas-agd soaks
in when I tell them about Davy, a
real patriot.
Thee there is lluit ballad.
DON'T SCRATCH
THAT ITCH!
In lb minutes. You MUST be
pleased with ITCH-ME-NOT when
applied for the itch of eczema,
ringworm, athlete' foot, Insect bites
and ether surface rashes or your
140e back at any drug store. Today
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I guess I've sung it, a thousand i• I can to 20 verses in
times, or maybe. it just seems like but the kids are way ahead of ole
that Many. Anyway, I can't get Davy. I heard one 
young Otrie,
away from a crows in public whoop through 38' verses and he •





Home 640-M Office 856
HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICES
Shp Parker's One-Stop Grocery Every Day For Outstanding Values Ph. 1061
BIG BROTHER





APPLE SAUCE 16-0z. 2
BIG BROTHER






In Fiala II klis taster al
keeps lila Wet than SOT



































Staieless! Prevents mold and eddy./
Jost prefix the button to put
HEAL-KILL onto surfaces
where bugs travel. Killing power
Lists 22 times) longer after spray.
mg than DD1' type !quays. Kills
hugs immune to DDT. Forms
an invisible film that is deadly
to bogs for weeks!
Guaranteed to kill ants, reaches. Solders,
whaffish, withiftioug•. scorpion". flying
meths, files, 33301141uitoWs. wasps, and






















ILb. Krey No. 1 — Sliced
39c BACON tray packed











  emm m • am e box.










Tin Can lb. 89c
TRENTON
CAKE MIX















about 6' a quart with ..
All PURPOSEcb
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T. 0. Baucurn: 59: prom'. ant4_
sn real estate agent in Murray for
a nuetber of years, passed away
List night at the Mutray Hospital
at 10:55. .Mr. Baucum had been
II for,a number of years from a
heart condition, which became
steadily worse.
He was stricken last Friday and
taken to the Murray thisoital,
where efforts were made to revive
him however' his condition re-
Opnained unchanged until last night
when he succumbed.
Mr. Baucum has been a familiar
figure in Murray for many years
md 'Las handled hundteds of real
estate transfers in Murray and
Callow-ay County. Some of, the
largest transfers ',Were made by
Mr. Baucum.
lie was a member of the First
Methooist Church where he was it
• member of the Board of Steward,.
'a 
Methodist Men's Club. He was
member of the WOW.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Rubye Baucurn of Murray; his
• mother, Mrs. Lynch Ba UR= of
Murray; one daughter; Mrs. Doro-
thy Ann Baucum Sibley of Mem-
phis; two sisters. Miss Lala Bau-
cum .72 Murray' and Mrs. Fred
Hargis at Murray: three grand-
children, George Sibley. J r.,
Georges Ann Sibley and Robert
'James Baucum, all of MemObis.
The funeral wblbe _held "at the
First Methodist Church at 3.30 p.m.
on Saturday, conducted by the
Rev. Paul T,/Lyles and Bro. Wu-
Mede811s.
Pallbearers will be Hoyt Roberts.-
T Rafe Jones, Torn McEtrath:
Rainy Dulaney, Glenn Doran and
Gecoge
-The Board of Stewards of the
church are honOrary pallbearers.
6 Prtendt may call at the Max M.





FRANKFORT. July 8 ftP1 —The
State Fish and Wildlife Depart-
ment reported that bass fishing at
'Ace Cumberland was improving
Thursday The fish being caught
were bigger and there were mot*
of them
The largest catches were', being
taken by casting surface and me-
dium - running lures in the jumps,
althStigh nice catches came from
tr°11'14_of the Y__PCiala and
deep banks with deep - zainning
,plugs.
"I Crappie continued to tank as the
NO. 1 catch at Cumberland, how-
ever, -with good catches made at
night on medium - size minnows
at depths of 15 to 20 feet
Hospital News
Patients admitted from Monday
-1:30 p. en. to Wednesday 4:00. p.m.
es. Glenn Burnett. Rt. 1, Box
1770, Benton; Mr, Charlie Bob 011-
fmrn, Rt. I. Murray; Mrs. Wilburn
Dickerson and baby girl, Rt. 5
Murray; Mrs. Garland Wallace,
Rt. 3, Dover, Tenn: Me Aubrey
n Ray, Hazel; Mr. Curtiss Ray
.t,itintion. 215 North 13th. St. Mtn,
rly: Mrs. Otis Hatcher, 306 So.
:5th. St.. Murray; Mrs. Bobby
"ewrente and baby girl. 904
Pogue St., Murray: Master Michael
Willoughby. 402 Sycamore, Mur-
ray: Mis. Woodrow Herndon and
baby girl, Rt 5, Murray; Mr. Jahn
Warner, 516 Broad St., Muriay;










PITTSBURGH Ut —Police and
FBI agents today checked the
statement of a 59-year-old bank
teller who said he embezzled 524.-
000 for a "final"payoff to a black-
mailing Moband whom he had al-
ready given $25,000.
Emil H. Grosglass, teller. at the
Farmers National Bank at Beaver
Falls. Pa., refused to name his
alleged blackmailer during - perist•
ent questioning by FBIagents
Thursday.
Thr bacehlor teller, who worked
-at the bank 40 years; insisted he
took the money -to complete a $50,-
000 payoff to a man who had
trapped him in a compromising
position with his • wife. He 'was
held in Allegheny County jail
,when he was unable to raise $3,-
500 bood folldwing a preliminary
hearing before a United States
cornrniesioner.
Csosglaw, was arrested 'Wednes-
day night in Beaver Falls. about
30 mites northwest of Pittsburgh,
on charges of making a false bank
entry.
D. W. Oldershaw, president of
the bank.. said Thursday Grosglass
told him first of the blackmail
payoffs when confronted with au-
diting proof of the shortage. The
teller repeated the story later to
the FBI.
Assistant U.S. Attorney D Mal-
colm Anderson said federal of-
ficers were "skeptical- ot the ac-
count given by Groaglitss. Ander-
son said the pudgy, bespectacled
teller related that the hushajag had
demanded $75.000 but a $50,000
compromise WEIS affected.
Grosglass said he paid the hus-
band $5.000 a year for eve years
with a final sum of $25,000 due
this year.
Hut-Anderson said the teller re-
fused to name the blackmailing
husband He also gave no indica-
tion how he managed the yearly
$6,000 payrnents on his annual $4,-
580 salary The bank said it tome
sure he had taken only $24.000.
An FBI complaint said Gros-
glass had declared cash on hand
June 8 as $403,744, but the amount
actually was $379,744.
The shoitage was discovered
during a routine audit.
Olderahaw described Grogglass
as "most courtessua and efficient,
and certaiply a man of unpreten-
tious air " His neighbors deacnbed





-A41-Stare play the Paris, Tenqessee
All-Stars here on Saturday night
at 6:15 o'clock at the high Ochool
baseball diamond
The second half of the twin bill
will see the American Legion
team of Murray play the American
Legion team of Jackson, Tennes-
see. Jackson is the team to beat
Murray this season, so the games
tomorrow night should brilig
plenty of fans to the diamond.
Southwest Kentutky --Partly
cloudy, continued warm and. hu-
' of,Inial„with weltered thunderahcav-
era today, tonight and Saturday.
High today 90, low tonig'ht near
70.
Kentucky Weather Summary
High humidity. outherly winds
near la miles per hour.
Thursday's highs — London 87,
Bowling Green 88, Louisville 88,




Gene Pell, 18 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pell of Pa-
ducah, was the guest speaker yes-
terday at the Murray Rotary Club.
Young Pell was introduced by
Al - Hughes, Scout - executive of
Paducah. Mr. Hughes in turn was
introduced by George Hart, who
was in charge of the program.
Gene who graduated from Til-
ghman laigh School this ,Spring,
spoke to the Rotarians with the
finesse of -a practiced luncheon
speaker. He spoke on the "Value
of Scouting" and urged that, interest.'
be manifested in the drive to
begin soon to develop the Scout
Reservation on Johnathan Creek.
Young Pell brought out the paint
that of the military personnel in
World War II who attended Officer
Candidate , School!, 69 per cent
,were former scouts. He used the
stronger point that of all the
Congressional Medal of Honor win-




' Pell said that boys in scouting
need camps. He said that young
boys join scouting to that they
can camp, not- ao they can be
made better citizens The making
of better citizens, and better all
round boys comes asjOh scouting
he said. It is imperative that camp-
ing facilities be furnished, he said,
so that a ftd1 program can be
carried out.
The camp on Johnathan Creek
comprises over 450 acres of land
which will be developed into one
of the best, Boy Scout Camps in
the United States
Young Pell was able to choose
between a four year schOlarshio at
North Western. Harvard and Yale,
becruar of his scholastic record
and extra-curricular record while
in high school. He chose Harvard
and plans to enter the diplomatic
service.
Visiting Rotarians vesterdev were
Joe Brooks of Benton and Wen-
dell Richardson of McKenzie.
A. airman haa as his guest :
. am Striou_be of the Uniyersity
of Kentucky
It was announced that Raloh
Woods had been named to assist
the new District Governor, Jack
Rokerts, under a new program
lea- oted this year. whereby former
district governors are, to be 'utilized,
on snecial projects. Dr_ Woods
was district governor immediately
befote Ernest Vogt, whose term
In that office expired last week.
DAUGHTER IS BORN
Sherry Elizabeth is the name
Riven to the his pound eleven
ounce daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
-Walter Moser. Jr. born June 26
at the Methodist Hospital in India-
napolis. Indiana W. B. Moser. Sr.
and Mr and Mrs. Tilmon Jeffrey
are grandparents.
SUES FOR HORSE RACE LOSINGS
PAULA AIELLO, 28, displays pari-mutuel tickets which she thinks
-may help her get lost horse race money back in New York. She
bet all eight races June 27 at Aqueduct, claims she dropped $425.
Now Paula, a dress buyer, hits attorneys who cite Section 994 of the
state penal Code, and claim It provides that anyone lab° loses such
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2.335-MILE L.A.40-HONOLULU RACE UNDERWAY
3AILS ORULOW U ate all-Hrtlit NOWA $3 yachts get underway at Los Angeles Joe the 2,335-mile race to
Vonaltritg,Thi igth worlds kw* fegelarly scheduled yacht race- falersulisOISal liknoutplioto.t
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Disaster Was Hoax
NEW YORK, July 8 aP — Coast
Guard rescue ships searched a
broad area of the Atlantic Ocean
today for' any clue .which might
prove whether a reported sea dis-
aster was a costly hoax or a catasl
trophe.
Radio reports or a fire at sea
and an abandoned ship were re-
ceived early Thursday by the tug-
boat Nancy Moran and intercepted.
by the Coast Guard.
The reports, transmitted by 'radio
telephone, purported to come from
the fishing vessel Blue Star They
said the ship had struck a floating
log, exploded and caught fire and
that most of the 21 passengers and
crewmen had been forced to aban-
don ship without life preservers.
Further reports said a foreign
submarine was surfacing nearby
and taking An survivors.
CrSast Guard search and rescue
headquarters in New York said the
reports might well be a hoax. But
It said the search for survivors
would continue as long as there
was any chance that someone
might need help..
Coast Guard officials considered
it significant that no calls h • been
rom pes-sons asking about
overdue or missing relatives When
a true sea disaster 'occurs there Is
generally a flood of inquiries from
anxious relatives of -the missing,
they said. -
These Coen Guard vessels were
**signed to criss cross a 3.608
square mile area off the coast
of New Jersey throughout Thursday
night.
"There is nothing new to report
but the Arch' is continuing," the
Coast Guard-said early. today.
The only evidence that the radio
reports might be authentic was an
oil 'slick and an orange 'life jacket
found Thursday in the vast search
area.
Oil slicks are generally formed
on the water when fuel leaks from
a sinking ship The life preserver
found bore no evidence of burns
and .no markings to indicate -from
what vessel it might have been
lost. .
Six vessels named Blue Star are
registered in ;the United States.
Authorities said all of the six
had been accounted for some 20





The revival meeting at the New
Ml. Ca r mel Baptist Church beeina
on Sunday morning, July 10 with
Rev. Bill Clerk Thomas doing the
preaching.
Meetiags will be held twice
daily, 11:00 a.m. and 7:45 p.m.
with everyone cordially invited to
attend.
The meeting will continue
through .Sunday night. July 17.
Freeman ' Willougbby will be in
charge of the singing and Mrs.
Pauline Smith - will play the piano.
Rev. I). W. Billington, pastor of,
the church, urges all who will
attend the revival to enjoy birth
the singing and the preathing.
Combs Rounds
Out Hard Week
WHITLEY CITY, July 8 IP —
Bert T Combs, administration-sup-
ported gubernatorial candidate, was
rounding out a week of hard
campaigning in the mountain coal
counties today with speeches here
and in four other towns
Also on the Combs itinerary
tocbay were Burins-idea Annville„
London and Williamsburg.
•Combs took a new tack in his
L atan with speeches at AlbanyMonticello Thursday. nee
quietspoken former Court of
peals judge has begun to cen
his attack pn his chief opponent
A. B. Chandler.
He charged Chandler. with mak-
ing claims nat _supported by the
facts. He said Chandler claims to
be the father of the REA program
in Kentucky. but nobody will be
'fooled by this claim.
Combs said "remota will re-
member a great American by the
name of Roosevelt who conceived
and carried into effect our rural
electrification program."
Moreover, Combs charged Cban-
dler with actually trYing to block
the legislation enabling REA in
Kentucky because of a desire to
protect private power interests.
Combs said Kentucky is one of
On y ree a es in w
llirai--.4.1eg4ric co-ops have been
placed under regatiation by the
Public Service Commission.
"During the administration of my
opponent." Combs said, "the Rural
Electrification Corporation. fared
.ao badly that ho costap was able
to „procure consent to construct
linet when their application was





,United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK (IP -- Broadway
has seen many an unusual • play
financing 'and production plan in
Grandmother Seeks Answer To
$64,000 Decision In Bible
By JOHN LANGDON
United Press Staff Correspondent
HARRISBURG. Pa. OP —Mrs.
Catherine' Kreitzer, a Pennsylvania
grandmother with a $64,000 decis
sion, will be reading -her Bible
often before she makes up her
mind.
She sat at an oval, oll-cloth' cov-
ered table in the big, comfortable
' kitchen in her Pcosum Hollow
home Thursday night and opened
her Bible at random for a photog-




"Wilt thou set thine, eyes upon
that which is not? For riches cer-
tainly make themselves wings like '
an eagle that flieth toward heav-
en."
"Ucouldn't turn to that by chance
again in 10 years," she. said.
The Big Risk
But she wouldn't say whether
the ancient scriptural admonition
might reflect her own thoughts
on .the decision she must make by
next Tuesday night — whether to
take the $32,000 her Bible knowl-
edge has won her thus far in a
quiz show. or risk it in a try for
$134.000.
"I haven't given any thought
to what I'll do," she insisted. "ni
tell Hal March, master of cere-
monies on "The $64 OW Question"
television show, next Tuesday."
Mrs. KreStzer said in the event
she decided to try the ;64,000 ques-
tion, she would not ask her 82-
year-old father, Joseph Bucher,
also a Bible scholar, to serve as
her expert adviser, she is entitled
this ,program doesn't have to pro-
duce profits today, tomorrow or 
By UNITED PRESS
evenssrett year. The 154 in#estors 
The weather man wouldn't
change his, tune today All he
of .CIP° People 'Pk' can would say was "more heat-
afford to wait for resells. A num- A stifling heat wave blanketed
ben of them 'are right eiit of Dunn the nation's eastern two thirds for
and Bradstreet. the ninth straight day and the
There are other unusual aspects. weather forwarders said they
' ' • cOThe creater and executive of this LIdn't do a thing about it.
plan. Edward Spentor, had no The vast masa of mugs?, air bat-
tied with an advancing cool fronttheater experience whatever until ,
late last year although he had 
l 
n the West, setting off tornadoes
in Minnesota and Nebraska A
the past, but nope more exceptional weather man
than 'that emaisbei in Theater vy
200, 
Inc.'Refutes To
And the oddest factor of all is Change His Tunethat, whatever its ultimate fate, •
been in one branch pf the enter-
tainment business for 25 years as
manager of the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony Orchestra.
"There would be. no point as far
Chandler Hits
Administration
HENDERSON, July 8 IP —A. B.
C'haneter continued to hammer
"way at wsat he calls the admin-
Istration's efforts to thrtast the ap-
pointment of a new president for
Wc.atern Kentueky State College
into politics in a speech here
Thursday.
The anti-administration Candi-.
chite for governor charged agpin
that the derision on the new polo-
ident foieWeatern has already been
made — and was made. he said,
by $en. Earle C. Clements.
Chandler went on to charge
that although this choice has been
made for some time, the admin-
istration has offered the job to
five or six others to win their
support .n the primary.
Reports lareased Chandler after
ihe speech at Hartford earlier
Thursday to say whether Carlos
B. Oakley„ Uniori County school
superinterfaent, was the man he
believes has been promised the
presidency.
Chandler replied. "Draw your
own conclusions. Isn't he a politi-
cal ally of Clement.; and isn't he
from Clements' home town'
The presidency on Western has
been vacant since the death of Dr.
Paul I. Garrett in.atehroara•
Thorne:eon, Western athletic di-
rettot,ibas been serving as acting
president since that time.
Garrett, a former state official
rico.. Chandler and a former
school, superintendent of Chandler's
hometown, was named to the tires,
ideroy of Western by Chandler ip
am concerne o getting • # ls,up
child was. killet and nine other
persons were injured when a twist-
er hi/ a Marshall. Minn„ farm
area Thuralan night, and another
tornado ripped away roofs early
sum of money together merely to East To Swelter
invest in plays." Specter explained. The storms caused spme temp-
"Our goal Is active production of eratUre, drops. but forecasters said. 
nplaya; in short, we hope to become a maierve hig pressure centered
off the South Carolina coast would
probably keep most of the a',..,.
.5 
• .
tiviertering trough the weekend. V
winter in "The Wayward Saint"
by Paul Vincent Carroll, with ,the
privilege a. not usually granted
minority tagelaors - of sitting in
on all of the proceedings to learn
the trade
CORRECTION
Inadvertaintly the price for fry- r
era in the A&P ,advertisement
yesterday was not printed.
The itsin should have read "pan
ready cut up Fryers. A dr P's
usual fine qualitz. pound 43c."
this' error.
The Ledger and Times regrets
a powerful influence in the the-
with" the venerable .Theater Guild '
*ter,-
The production goal had been
reached a year or two sooner than
even Specter anticipated. Theater
1 burlesque started. complaining. A200. Inc.. will be "in assnciation t
young woman went wandering
through the streets in-Sines Falls,next fall in the presentation of a
S.D. in the nude, explaining tonew play entitled "Affair of Honor" .
. police she was Eve looking forby Bill' Hoffman.
"Ultimately." explained Spector, 
Adam.
Tempers heated up with the.•.ww_. will produce 0.1:1 our own. Was weather and work seemed leas and
plating U0 50 per cent of stance. the .mtaggy
will invest some money of our own less attractive In Detroit. for in-
we'r w her wag
the backing frit the -Guild play, 1'cm-a Blamed for walkouts at the
example — but we will take In Chrysler Mant which eventually
outside investors just the way dther idled 7.000 men. ,
' 'Actually We were prepared; Ip
producers lip .,..
The hellatalitaUTdikcoelninitTd 'fo-;t:a.lte
lose 8100.000. if necessary, in ex- a toll in,' lives. A ,19-month-obd





others before o pn:whillecttionng
parked car where the sun heated
She ' Was trapped in het fatherli
credit,. but I liked this Hoffman the temperature to 130 degrees.





the roof of her home to Seek re-
At Pittsburgh. a woman went to
confiaence in me, -so we're' in Tref and fell. 35 feet to her death.
buSsrgpinehecstSso-ry.m. phony post 'in 1942 and Tex.. and ma at Carsbad. N.M.
. High temperatures Thursday ire-
resigned from his Pitts- eluded a sizzling 107 at Presidio.
gave himself twa years in which Sioux COY. _Iowa, had 97, and Chi-
to raise the funds for his dream 'ca-go 94, while .the mercury stayed
project. He met his deadline of under 90 for the-first tiro* „since
selling 200 units of stock at $2.500
by lairt Sept 15 and Moved into
to an adviser 'on the big questian.
"I wouldn't ask father because
he won't go to New York," she
said. .
Mrs. Kreitzer's husband. Joseph,
also rersattined tlisz.rertly out of the
circle of his wife's linseli.ght dur-
ing the visit to their eight acre
Camp Hill, RD 1 farm.
. Fair To Navy
The 54-year-old mother of six
sons who have nine children fin-
gered o pile of letters and tele-
grams and- explained that "it just
don't let myself think about the
decision — it wouldn't be fair to
'the Nova
"They pay me a salary to type
bills of lading at the Mechanics-
burg supply depot, and I'll do my
deciding on my own time."
The telephone rang... and.
Kreitzer commented:.
-I thought the bell would be
worn Out by now:. .
Site said she had received scores
of letters, wires and phone calls
from "all over the eountry—people
I don't even know.
-.Most of thorn are congratula-
tory," she .said, "and many • are
of a religious nature, kilt it's curi-
ous—I haven't had any 'from min-
isters." , . •
"Some poor lady out in the West
asked for $2,000 to pay off her
mortgage. I worked at the Navy
for three year,, to pay mine raff,-
she said.
7A few of the letters are from • ,
cranks, though. They don't sign
their names, I just tear them up.
"Another I revnembei was front
a doctor so-and-so who wanted me
to send him all, the money. He
said he coulta do mioh more good
with it than I ever could."
Al for the federal income tax
slice — an estimated $14,480
sumo ..or W.440 on She $84.000
jackpot — "that doesn't worry
me." she said. "You just-pay them
and be done with it."
Invitations for public appear-,
aces have pawed in since she
began her three-week money-win-
ning run on television — -but I
tainted them all down flat." she
said.
Then she led the way out of the
trim. old - fashioner! white frame
house to point out a hand Pump
with a cup on top in the shadow
of a climbing trumpet vine.
"The beet oahotographed pump
in the country," she said.
One hundred yards away chil-
dren splashed and yelled in the
wide Conodoquinet Creek, and her
black Cocker pup, Gismo. frolicked
at the heels of two of her grand-
ore Salk
In Newark, NJ..it was so_ hbt acme .Is
That the strip teaser's at MinskY's
Satanday in Naw York City.
Predictions for today called for
the Broadway scene-- To get ex- another 90-degree worcher. in New
periencl. he inVested$10,000 last Ynlit, however. and Chicagoans
feared temperatures close to 100.
Annual Homecoming
Service Planned
The annual homecoming service
will be held at the Jeffrey Ceme-
tery on Sunday. July 10. There
will be preaching services at 11
ix-lock in the 'morning followed
by a basket diner and singing In
the afternoon. MI persons interes-
ted i the upkeep 'of the cemetery
are 'asked to. attend Or send their
contributiaos. -
Released ,
WASHINGTON; •July 8 In —
The grvernment released ' 300.000
dodses of Salk polio vaccine today
for immediate use in the nation's
nearly-stalled mass inoculation pro-
gram.
The shots, made by Wjeth Lab-
oratories, were the first cleared
by the Public Health Service since
June 6. when a little more than
1.000.000 'shots made by the Eli
Lilly Co were approved.
-Today's action means total of
1.887.000 'doses of, vaccine have
been released under rigid new
safety. standards put into effect
May 26
- All 'told, about 10.8.37.000 shots
have been reletiaed by the health
service since the mass polio inoe-
ulation • prrgram began on April
12
In addition to releasing the 300.-
000 shots 'today, the health service
announced two major moves to
_insure continued safety of the
itaccine and to improve it. the
moves:
- 1. Assignment qf six scientists to
the vaccine manidacturers to "fa-
cilitate more rapid exchange of
inforfnetiete,----110tve,nn &overtire ent
and Industry sOientists and to
"strengthen the expanded research
program" ,fif government and in-
dustry The s scientists will make
their first 'Malts to .the plants
"within two Weeks.-
2. Announcement 'of a tentative.
research program "aimed at dis-
covering 'hew knowledge immedi-
ately applicable to the further
improvement of production and
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k 15e, pee
MOD* 46e. /a Calloway apg adjoistng counties, per year 
$350; else.
Biwa MEM
FRIDAY, JULY 8. 1955
Five Years Ago Today
1.414kree and Times File
r July 8, 1850
•
Miss Ann Lowrr, bride-elect of Richard Graves
, was
honored with a luncheon at the National Hotel. Thurs
day
afternoon given by Misaes Ruth Lautsiter, Mary Lassite
r
and Lottye
Miss Alice Khun, nurse at the Memorial Hospital,
Philadelphia. Pa., and Miss, Carrie Khun. nurse at 
Pine
Bluff State Hospital at Salesbury. Md., arrived by p
ane
Wednesday to visit their parents, M
r. and Mrs. Peter
lawn.
Mary Ann Graves of Wickliffe is the recipie
nt of a
scholarship to Murraf-Stith College-by the Kentu
cky
Chain Stores council. Mi&s Graves was selected on 
tlie
basis of demonstrated Interest in h'orne .0e6notnics, lead-
ership and personality. ,
Howard Swyers will sing at the morning services of
the First Christian Church Sunday. Services - are 'bein
g
conducted by Rev. Robert Jarman at Murray -Hig
h-
School due to ,he remodeling of the church.
•
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Oh. 1..,: all the time in the world
to fish, for right now, fishing or.
Kentucky Lake has never bee,
better! This week's fishing report
is enough - to convert any non-
angler in a matter of minutes.
that fish can be caught. they can
eas.ly see. The stripe bass are
cooperating like they have never
done before and both day and
night fishing IS wonderful.
To day _fish for the stripers all
you need to do is fish the jumps.
or it that Is not exciting enough.
then-troll for them. It Seems that
the fish are taking all kinds of
bait, artificial and live, but the
best so far have been surface lures
ar.d small spinsters. A lure that
drives them crazy is the new little
Pop-N-Dive. This little bait even
gets the stripers when :t is trolled.
eventhough it is a Surface bait.
To get it to go down in order
to troll it. just add enough lead
%V eight to the line for the desired
-depth. It i•11: work and work
a•e11 I .
F, r the night stripe fishingssit
•
.ol.ne or prophane tandems These
are hung over the side of your
boat which is anchored near Use
least end of Eggner's Ferry bridge
sad you fish beneath the light.
about a foot and a half off the
bottom, with minnows or may-flys
fish. Original paintings were done foot alace' enthy. So Wood now
by Marynard Reece who nude holds the ist and 2nd place spots
an especial effort to reprochice in the catfish division of Class.A.
, like colorations. Wood had accumulated 185 Amnia
How this album will serve new- uP to last week and the catfish
,Iy-converted anglers is indicated entry would have given him a
by the following paragraphs from total of 210 points, for a picture3- 1
a release of the Ontario depart- aci•:-.ompained the last entry, but
cot of hinds ana forests: Darnell took 20 of the points with
'Amusing and sometimes embar- his larger stripe bass so as matters
tossing things happen to eager but now stand. Wood is leading with
not too experience anglers,. -ac-
cording to officers of the Ont.
Dept. of Lands and Forests. Fish
and Wildlife Inspector "Sandy" Ellis
here checked a fisherman at Nicol-
son Dam who shall be nameless.
He beamingly boasted that he had
driven front Tomb°, started fishing
at 6 a.m. and caught his limit
Of five three-pound rainbow trout
in two hours. using "secret" tech-
niques and lures, of course
-We just couldn't disillusion, such
an enthusiastic sportsman by telling
him' that his rainbows really were
red horse suckers.- said SandY.
On another stream, conservation
officers met a fisherman who said
It was full of brown trout but
that they were small and hard
to catch However, his chum, far-
ther upstream. had taken about
a dozen. Ort Investigation, the
second man sorrowfully admitted
that he had taken 12 undersized
-• k:uat na
ve any trojinie brown trout when the legal limit_
Ten Yors Ago This Week
purchasing minnows. for the Ken- was five per clay and the 
minimum
lake boat dock and Fisherman's length seven :nches 
Luckily for
One Stop are open 24 hours a day. him the.. fish turned 
out to be
- a horned dace chub.
4 As a t.cinic for frayed nerves.
fish:ng is mote and more important
ti human welfare. LIFE has ren-
dered a. ilubl.c service by helping and Mn. Raymond Snyder of old girl at gunpoint
 today, the:.
some Millions of anglers to klentifY 'Columbus. Ohio, eaeit took stripe pi_ad $10
 for the keivilege.
bass limits. Jimmy Powers and Col The -girl. Lois G:Iloggy, said 
a
, Monroe of Sheppardsville, Ky., young man approached •i.• she s it
caught Itrgemouth. 18 stripers I .on • the gesiglik 4 ...liar...2iozt11-41kat •
and 50 bream. Noble and Eld!thome at about 8 A. M. and asked
loinier of Franklin. Ky.. caulthil for a date. Lois told him -no."
12 largemouth an dtwo of Then the man asked for a glast
stripe bass in two days fistnngi of water arid followed her into the
, In order to facilitate matters in ohouse. The noise of running 
sotto
reporting the tremendous caatch in the kitchen awakened. Lois-
taken by esnerrnen ,n the Eggner's mother. Mrs. Mildred Royer, 37.
Ferry Bridge section, which is At that point. tile noctUrnal
sent in by Fisherman's One Stop, guest pulled out a revolver arid
we have divided the report into' demanded money. Told there was
Called Crean eporto Writer 
leper:es elaisifications. Also, the only $4 in the triuse, he settled for
hometown of the fisherman is the kiss.
- Itie OSCAR FRALEY
- NEW YORK' - Oh. say did . omitted and. much 
of the o•
you see - and if you didn't, here's for lack orstiace Not
ice leo.,
what happened while you were l the amounts in each 
catch.




stripers last week: Ned Mn.'
limit. Cults Flanagan, limit. and
Henderiong. nmit. Jack' Andrews.
Unit. Curts Flanigan, limit, and
Johnnie Higgins. limit. 'All .these
Were taken" in the daytime. Night
fishermen Nada their callehes
week were- Terry Jackson •
party. 90 stripers. Stouter Gee
party. 5$ stripers, 8:11 Major lend
party, 440 stripers. Buddy Cranor.
37 stripers. Torn Datillo and party,
46 stripers. Bill King, 45. stripers.
Loyd Wiliarms, 21 strrpers, Berton
Fisher. 45 gripers. and Jorrmy
Powell, 25 stripers. All these tish "BRONCO BUS
TER" ..
were taken from beneath Eggne: 
in Color
Perry- &Mae-
Th• following people catatin • P-L-U-S
stiipe bass this week. Daniel Fiel•*: "FIREMAN SAVE MY
lave 1;mit. F R. Steady arid party; CHILD"
30, W. B Dozier and J. W. Wright. with Spike Jones
limits. Charles N. Stone, limit.' --
Cecil Gales, limit. J. B. Renshaw,
aS, George Bowling. limit Georie 
SUNDAY and MONDAY
Worishaan. 30, Elliott Wallace, 30. "THE SIL
VER CHALICE"
loman Fritz. 30, •Tornyy Martin 
In ( inemaseepe
and p,irty. 45. Bob Haddock arid with Virginia 
Mayo, Pier
party. 45. Ed Neal and Wiliam Angeli and Jack Palance
renting, 30. Loys Williame. limit,
so think that you coned hardly Moore were si
gned to meet -.at Mrs. Paul Gilliaan. four days Ionia
fiftey feet The rain called a Yankee Stadium 
foi the heavy- I4 and Bachanan and Darrielk 30.
all to, . our test but the cesults 'weight champ
ionship on Seif7r211,„ All of theae were tken at meta
Lalator -and Times File
July 8, 1945
The brightest light possible is best
•,snd the brightest light we have
'found is the little-propane Ben-
z. rnauc The one we bought from
Plc. Charles L. LaSsiter has been announced a rand': urban G S
tarks and Son is resit,
date for Circuit Court Clerk by his friends. Pfc. Lassiter, a dilly .T
he other night, under
the son of Mr.. and Mrs. Jabie Lassiter. is in a camp in
Arizona, and has been in the Army 33 months..
Dr. James H. Richmond, president of Murray State
college isdangerotrsly ill in the clinic here.
" - Mrs. Rosa Cra*ford, 79. Kirksev Route 1, died Mon-
tbe bridge. It put out more light
than -three Coleman lanterns and
broil-Pt, the minnows right to it
That night fishermen Musa have
dragged in • ton of stripe - bass
Miss
- were hitting so well
day at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Emmet/ Smith.rt.. For the time of your life. aria T•  Betty Phillips of Nashville, became the bride o r run to the skilee, try strip.l oday s S
ver Clough Hood of Murray , Saturday evening, ustung Dayt.rtie or nighttime any-Pfc. Oli
June 315th at the First Methodist Church.
their catches and get more fun
out of America's favorite outdoor
sport."
time ;s' the right time fpr stripe
Cpl. Dub Russell who has served several months bats fishing• on K
entufky Lake
overseas, is home en a 30-day furlough. He Pas attached .mike S:htnaks
 Pop-N-Dive baits
to General Patton's Third Army. 
both the spin size and the casting
Laze. got a new look this week
i when he put on Use market baits.
With ten new colors He got the
baits from the manufat turer on
Tueeday afternoon about 400 o'clock
and by that time Wednesday we
Ledger and Times File had proven to ourselves the wort
h
July 1935 the 'new colors. one of
 them






Two entries were received from
anglera this past week for the big
Ledger and Times Fishing Contest.
Josiah Darnell. Murray. entered
an 8 ounce stripe bees to capture
the ,seoond place stancttng and
give himself 20 points He nosed
out Leorierd Wood, who was in
the second piece spot.
But, Leonard Wood made another
•1 entry this week, a 2 pound 1 oz.
showing 73 important freshwater'cath h. topping his own previous
Parade
Baseball
at least. The blot with the Silver That Brooklyn
 Deidgers and the
Miss Alice WiiterA. will return from China the-frst 
scales and black rtbs a sort of New Yor
k Yankees stayed out in
week in August to live in Murray after several years in 
stisig_ cotor. attracted our attention front of the 
reepeceve pennant
China as a Missionary with the Methodist Church. 
when o:.1.--TrieT-Saw it and so it races. and t
he prophets contiutfed
Mr. Eph Miller. 89, long noted as Calloway County's 
was the first put in the water to moan t
hat .Brooklyn blew a 134
g
most active citizen of advanced Years. cut and shocked 
Ian ftWednesday a ernoon start am teed as 
late as Aug 13. in
30 shocks of wheat last welik. Mr. Miller did the cuttin
g 
out troeing with the little 
sren S d igsie 
witti an old fashion* d cradle which is n
ow extremelY 
Sire shad Pop-N-Dive and it work. The Dodgersh
ad a rather shaky
rare in this country: 
• 
• eit like a charm Handled just right weekend but 
fre m here they seem
. Mrs. Isst. Bynum, 76,, widoiir, of the - late Will Bynum
. 
and rent down, with the help a better,. pennan
t possibility than
trominent tobacconist and. horse owner, died Tuesday 




at-her home in North Murray following
 a week's ilIngs. the stripe bed and got three strikes! 
The All-Star teams were sn-
---• Announcement is made of the marriage of Miss M
in-r s.. mean cloud sent us some foot 
,nounced and at stipuld come a. no
id. Asie.hall egx Terry. IA.:Akerson which 'took place in
..and a half waves lahleh calked off :sultrprils.Ase tih:gt 
Rvoz4.Citeamttopranefillat .7.1.-a,si
Metropolis. Ill_ last Wednesday. Nliss NlarshaW is a po
p- ereotroThrig'Itrig.e
Oar young woma,ri of Hazel. Ky.. and Mr. Wil
kerson is
of. NI y.rray. .
190 points.
: Darnell took his striper while
; fishing with Garrett Bakheer Out
from Johnny Reed's. He was using
i a "Why diaper'. lure which netted
ell his catch of nine 
ft-h.Wood used a fly rod spinner
!and pork rind to catch his catfish.
The list hit the rig near the sur-
face about 7 a.m. at the mouth ot
Batley Creek. It measured 17
.riches lung and 9 inches in the
girth.
Fewer fishermen venturede
jorth this past week but those
that did were well pleamd with
the rewards of their efforts. Bill
Nall, down at the Kenlake Boat
Dock mys that "Stripe bass con-
etinue to be the better fishing
again this week with some fisher-
men taking their linuts of 15 in
30 minutes. Crappie are rated
-slow'' and the largemouth In
ithis area are becoming a bit hard-
er to take in "limit strings". Early
.and late fishing is becoming mau-
1 datory for good largemouth re-
sults."
, •Nalls reports that Rn•s King of
Hardin Rt. 1 took a good string
• of largemouth on _a •'swimming
irronnow'• with the largest wets-
:ng 51bs. Herman Prather and mr.
HARV.I1RD MINTS 'ON to be feered el • 1
BIGGEST: BASS DRUM -Now Harvard is awaiting 
deliv-,
CAMBRIDGE. Mess -. - ere of • replacement.' air $8
00 bass.
Harvard hopes to 'regain-the title drum tear is six feet in
 die/niter
of college bass drum champ and two feet deep 'This 
compares
Fri many years Hats'ard's band with the University of F
lorida's
boweed the biggest boa drum in bass doom ,which also is 
72. inches
the nat.on. But last year this over- in diameter but is on:y 22 
inches










minutes . was enought to Mercian° is a 13-5 
favorite, and
eivnice us that 'the little Poe. it sounds like .t
he odds are too 
i beneath the bridge An explinatem
etheitt be in order for the seeming;
-Dive's , in thief- new coats -ari -ahort , ,
So fat. the new belts are not without drofflaing 
woset. If he wins




The'answer Is, catch the li
mit of 1$
before midnight and the lima fa
1
:I the next few years. 
. Tennis •. ,ingto be hard tO beat as baits.
15 after midnight, for the. posses•
athe. locaLatoieabut rote will the U_S Amateur tennis 
title at son . limit is two days fishing
,.. io..e The eaos. are so new, 'Forest Hills In espy 
srptember, irmri or ee 'stave boo,. - ----
:: fact. .that 'the new colors have y..3e Can coun t 
on his turning 6aytine fishermen for stripe
it 'even as yet been named Those professional. His 
mCnetary value bass were: C. L. Dade and Ran. 12,
•f rate who keow dike. know that vittl go up sho
uld he lead the and Mrs. Earl Brame. 20. They
1
iii-lsvill get the riew baits out as U.S. to a 
successful Davis Cup were using the ABU Reflex. lure.
On a.. prissible. so be considerate defense prior to the
n. bio. a win Largemouth Baas
old &re*. wear his front' door at Forest Hilts 
wi11 be gtod i „lack Gaither took his limit of-,
; 'ten wanting to buy some Just enoggh. . 
, largemouth as weU as a great
e- ,isep checking at the local stores • Louise Broug
h won the Wimble- , many bluegill. Fishing with Jack ,
Joe in Murray and at the docks don woMenS cro
wn and it briegs 'Stevens. who got his limit of
• • • •• the lake - i • 
home eves more sharply the„. tie- largemouth. the 
two of them
The annual report:. for South 1)a- geely of Be 
leg injury which ended caught 158 bluegal on
 ' flyrod
i .• .: 
- ita departmc:it ,-,1 'tame, fish and Maumee Connoll
y's career -Little Poppers. -Paul Hendet Ion g took. Mei
los Indicates that .17 ta 20 per lelo" Was in a i.l
ass by herself and 
1
At of the fishermen in South would hve move
d up among teo.u.e
!.gures are lacking. out:. impression • years. - 
. 
Henley Regatta arid Bob Richards
he Grand eThallenee Cup at the •
;auth Dakota err well-nen. Though all-time greats w
ithin • couple of as
, took the national decathlon for the '
• that more and more women Ru
les .third time, both of which were 1: oi
•re taking up the gentle art of Nashua. 
waltzing off with the i news to the Ruelians. The - Soviet
ingling „ With the many labor- !Dyer. ran his t
ake to S120.900.-in ,sweeteiwingers were beaten in the '
as' rig 'devices in. the heuee now- -three weeks The P
feakness and semi-finals at Henley, won by a
MM.
. •• • I • • • •
limit of largemouth as well as
a limit of stripers. W. W. Rowe
and party caught 14 :largemouth
arid N T Nuckols and his son
(-alight their limit apiece. C. W.
CLERICAL GOLF
MIN NEAPOLIS - -
Mayor erre Wyer„• who recently.
vetoed is proposal that the park
board let clergymen play, golf free
Koatts caught .2 nice bass, one on erek -days. suggested instead
weighing 3 pounds. Hubert Alford ovassing the -plate" at. Minintapolis
'caught ten .lergernouth usfne
ten. 
born- 'churches for 'golfing money." He
Catfish-Carp 
also suggested giving clergymen
re du 
may not be too good to eat,
weekCatfish-Carp- rates ona or two days each
because of the thousands of bone.,
but catfish are and both provide
plenty of fun for any fisherman.
C. L. Dad. and son caught 12
carp on a barton spinner, Dick
Martin caught 25 catfish on dough--
hails and worms, Jack. Seabold
caught 30 carp on stflemp, G. W.
Munson caught 11 catfish on dough-
.balls and Charles Marsh caught
18 carp on "catnip." One of the
fish weighed. 7 pounds. Paul Gil-
liam caught 20 carp weighing up
Jae pounds on balls and Dick
Lindsay (UO033 one carp that
weighed 1014 pounds.
Joe Coakley and Elmer Burden
caught 10 catfish, 40 bream and
stripes on worms. Dick Mario
caught 78 carp and catfish from
the dock with doughballs. J. W.
Stinnett caught 15 carp on the
balls. Arthur Merdlth and Laud
Jordan caught 35 carp un balls.
Crappie
Gnly two reports concerning
crappie were received, both very
gcvd ones. Dale Bulyard caught p
crappi,_ using mienows and fish-
ing 25 feet of water. William Mc
-Kuin caught 25 crappie onjlmir.-
mows in 15 feet of water. Crapp:e
can be caught if one wishes to
amend the tinie looking. for them.
but who does, when strrpe bass are
nearly jumping into your boat'
We hope that we did not leziee
anyeme out of this week's report
but since ilto many went fishing
and caught ea many we are sure
we did, our apologies though.
howrver. In this week 's report
tbere are heted, by vaunt, 108,
, la:a-mouth bass. 963 stripe bares,
258 catfish and carp. 51 _crappie
, sod 248 hauegui for a grand total
of 1656 rill. It looks -as if (Its-
- fi hi': g is better now than when
the crappie were at their hightla
Up in the caves hovi.:A4r the ' positIon-.-lie
s the game's standout:
.waves were. flit so bad, and' fight 'Still, if you w
ant to &rice for Yogi
before the biz storm' hit about ,Berra you h
ave a point He tees
5 .pre it got down 'right calm second Third
 was Al )(aline. only
an ale lake This hfteen minutes two years ou
t of a Baltimore high
of calm was enoeCi fh - locate school It's 
no fluke that he is,
and taee a nice largemouth with 'leading t
he American League in
that shire-colored job One cast hitting and hi
s tiger tamales
Into Wit' bank. two pop's and one are confident 
he'll win the batting
five minute fight later the bass title
was in the beat. A bluegifl fol- 1
Boxing
lowed rebt and after that rain I Rock
y Mercian° and Archie
All Size Minnows
Wholesale — Retail




adys. a woman ni under quite a . Belmont. winner *cored
 easily end-- crew which Wet e'en our best.
mentel • strain trying to' keep all . you wonder why 
the dedicated And Richards won't rate 'as one
;he gadgets functioning properly "-improvers of the b
reed" .don t get of our top decathlon men at Mel;
Sinreotisertng-frv basic tonic for him eigethfr with Swap
s. ache best 2011111e. concentrating instead on
frayed.nerves. the werrnen-TakTi'him to :-Me----tbenteicky-
- 'Derby. fee  me itif, Rede oath & ta.foaa plus
will find it quire helpful, too what would be env 
of the top pole vault. •• .
Anglers will -wit.a-- want to ny
a match races of all time However. I can't tell you 
what
the Jane 7, lerue of LIFT which • •,, Incidental ' do for 
mosquito bites on top of
cats-lea a futl:coloe 8-page albunii, rent: S ,heavyweight crew simnipotson ivy






PITTSBURGH 15 -A would be











— Double Feature —
Is




I.ex Barker and Mora 1 orday are
a strong romaatic • ombination in
the nee ciaar oteloor adventure,
"The Mar. From Bitter Rider."
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'FITURS.D.
FRIDAY, JUIN Ail, 1955
Murray
Drive-In
SHOW STARTS AT 7.46
THURSDAY & FRIDAY *







— Double Feature —
"THE WILD ONE"



















Whenever You're In The
Mood Tor -Good Food
-fxmantrimresbasumle.
Sue & Ch• arlie's
"FAMOUS FISH DINNERS—WITH HUS
H PUPPIES"
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake —
-atommr_
A _.11












Headquarters For 3 Fishing Contests
Our Own -‘The Ledger and Tim
es — Sportsmen's Club
OUR CONTEST FEATURES 
1st and 2nd prizes for biggest bass, biggest crappi
e, biggest
crappie string, caught on minnows purchased fro , us.r
RODS—REELS--POLES—HOOKS--LINE—SINKERS






















































Mg worries to 1.1.F - Local and
lc tg distance. Cali Murray Trans-
fer Co. Licensed and inalll ed. Cor.
Int & Poplar, phone 240. JulylIC
• 
HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED
now against termites. Five year
guarantee insured. We spray for
ants, moths, silver fist!, mosquitos,
roaches, and chinese elan trees.
Kelly Exterminator and Pest Con-






CE: BABY Slitien orenized
112I-W for details. Pick
and 'delivery.
ICE: BOYS 1NTEREST•ED in
.‘.• positions call 56 or apply
the offics of the daily Ledger
Times. TF





Pawl* Dia r I • Double ifeli'm I
COMM M $ 39 . IP
Expander, to tit most windows only $2.99 a set additional
tali 11 • As tae okwir 
exhaust! 





Unit Is a perittble':';
- circulator! '
• Three speeds! No radio or TV inter-
ference! Quiet es a whisper,














tones as low 5O U eepest
Ironing is- easier and faster
with a 'Visualizer". It's so
lightweight, only 21's ihs.--110
easy to use with the fabric
dial at finger-tip reach on the
front of the cool Testolite
handle. You'll he thrilled with
its performance.
.12andy size iv :tu
NOTICE: FOR HAULING AND
also carpenter repair work, call
Bob Moore, 416. J9P
ENVELOPES, ILIWELOPLS, EN.
!elopes, up to 10 x 15. Brown
clasp envelopes of an, Ate. U
7ou need clasp envelopes call
it the Ledger and Times oltr.os
iugply departmer.. Perfeet 'foe
FOR SALE -1
FOR SALE: CROCHETED BED
spicad, one round and one square.
Coffee table, one spinning wheel.
1406 Hughes. Tel. 1909. J1IP
FOR SALE: USED ELECTRIC
range. Priced reason able. Phone
1323. J 11C
FOR SALE: ONE TON MA'I'ILIS
Air Conditioner. Used approxi-
mately six weeks. Reasonably
priced. Call 278-J. J11C
'FOR SALE: SMALL • UPRIGHT
piano, six cherry duursg rcom






Editor's Note: Vernon Scott is
on vacation. Today's guest columnist
is movie tOttel rZY Jack Pittance
Jack is a genuine "tough guy.-
He used to be a prize fighter, and
today he compares his two careers.
By JACK PALANCE
Written Per The United Press
HOLLYWOOD fie - People who
know I once made by hying as
a pro fighter frequently ask how
Idaade the transition from pugilist
to actor. Also whether the ring is
a good training ground ,for would-
be actors. "
srswer in my opinion, is
a complex one ...A- fighter has
many things in common with the
Actor, Phychologically, if not phy-
Reg. $19.96 : 
icany.
I've thought about this lately



















Car and Home Supply
210 E. Main Phone 886
,-ai5///11/ /1 •
•
scene in "The Big Knife." The
experience brought back to me




Most obvious similarity is that
both actor and fighter perform for
 t and both are affected
by the, response of the spectator.
Emotionally, the similarities are
startling. Most fighters I've known
are introverts- had become extro-
verts only when performing. The
same is true for actors despite
the theory that to be an actor a
!nen has to be a thorough-going
extrovert
Both actors and fighters are
'essentially lonely people. The fight-
er, neturally, has only himself to
depend .on when he's in action,
whereas , the actor derives stimu-
lation froreilhis fellow-actors which
I VA` performance..
But despite the actor's depend-
ence on others, he's still a lonely
In 'the end,
'rings from within himself. If
lasn•t achieved the emotional peak
necessary to provide a convincing
portrayal, he'll be as far from an
Oscar as anyone presently seems
to be from lifting Rocky Mar-
clano's crown.
A fighter can en)oy the heigh'i•
of jubilance one night.L and then
suffer the depths of despaire-,On
another. When he's knocked clown.
taking a beating. and hears the
crowd shrieking for his b10o,dt, lie
really suffers. '
He's all alone He's dos." and
aching. It takes all he has no
to quit.
-Need Por-ihrpremitnr
Some psycl,ologists believe men
become fighters for the same rea-
son other men turn to [Sting-
the need to express. therriselves.
Another motivation is frustration.
If all actors aren't frustrated Peo-
ple. all .fighters are.
Some actors manage to be fairly
stable and unemotional. But this
isn't true with fighters. I've never
known an unemotional fighter.
whether he lacked change of
expression like Joe Lev,•ts in his
prime, or not.
1 had won. 18 out of 21 fights
Ind was oft my way to winning
my 19th when my opponent con-
nected with et wild haymaker on
my Adam's apple. I couldn't talk
for a week, That decided me to
channel all further fighting_under
Uncle S41111.• banner, luid I joined
the Air Cams-
Based on my own experience.
I'd advise any would-be actor to
speed some time fighting to pre-
pare himself for a dramatic ca-
FOR SALE: EXTRA NICE A.Fd.C.
Reg. Chihuahua puppies. $35.
Phone 177. JIIP
FOR SALE: SPINET PLANO AND
bench, "Poole" brand, mahogany
finish, one year old. $500.00. Harry
all N 10th St JP
MONUM:ENTS
Calloway Monument Company- on
West Main Street near College.
Vester Orr, owner. Office phene
85. Home phone 526. ABC
FOR SALE: REGENCY RADIO-
The First Transror rocket Size
Radio. See at ,he Murray Hearing
Center. 303 E. Main St. J9C
FOR SALE: MANLEY POPCORN
machine. Large size, A-1 condition.
$300.00. Barnes Grocery, 300 Oaks
Rd. Paducah, Ky. Ph. 5-9270. J8P
FOR SALE: FOUR HUNDRED
white leghorn hens, all laying. Mur-
ray Hatchery. Phone 336-J. J8C
RCA AIR CONDiTIOTTERS. MUR-
ray Auto Amts. Maple St. Phone
JULY23C
EFOR RENT
FOB RENT: ONE 5-ROOM APT.
.ALso. 3-room duplex. Mrs. Bob
AlleCu.ston, 503 Olive. Phone 33.
J9C
FOR RENT: 6 ROOM HOUSE with
bath, wired for electric stove. 3
miles on Cadiz load. Mrs. Hilda
Street- Phone 981-W. J8P
.EARMINGTON ROUTE 1 NEWS
Mr & Mrs. Grady Shelton, and
son. of Detroit, Mich , are visiting
relatives.
Mr. & Mts. Harland Elicit. end
children of Gary, Ind . spent the
holidays with home folks.
Mr. & Mrs. Thelma Haneline
and granddaughter, of North Ds,
117ernale Help WanT;11
WANTED AT ONCE: Experienced
beauty operator. Downtown loca-
tion, pleasant working conditions. '
1 day off each week. Call Benton,
Ky. 2.3al or come in and see Wilma '
Lyles, anytime except Wednesday.
Wilma Lyles Beauty Shop, Benton,
Ky.. JI5C
MONUMENTS
MurrayeMaible and Granite works. FEIIIIALE HELP WkNTED: MAKE
Builders ot fine memorials for extra money mailing out advertis.
over half century. Porter White, het 1?1- your spare time. KAY,
'Manager. Phone 121. A6C Box 47, Watertown, Mass. J8P •
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kota are visiting relatives enroute
to Florida to work.
Several of Mr. & Mrs. E. E.
Youngblood's children and grand-
children were Sunday visitors at
their home.
Clyde Ory Carter of Detroit,
Mich., is visiting home folks.
The Carter family reunion waS
held Sunday, July 3rd at the hurt:,
Of Mr. dr Mrs. Oran Carter. All ct
the children of Mrg. Ada Carte
were present, including son,
and four daughters.
A basket lunch was spread or.
the lawn at neon. he afternZltn
was spent in Pleasant conversation
and photography.
CHAPTER FORTY
HALF AN hour later, eight ex-
nausted riders sat their horses and
watched a bunch of even more ex-
hausted cattle, safe out of the
track of the flames in the shelter
of a dry riverbed.
Now the wind had died down. It
was sickening to see the wide
swathe the flames had cut- And
the burned-over land had been the
best graze on the whole ranch.
His eyes, turning from the de-
struction behind him to rest on the
untouched grass rolling off south-
ward to the nester settlement,
caught the red glow of another
line of flame. ';What-!" he mut-
tered, touching the spurs to his
horse. Two tires breaking out at
once, so close to each other-it
was queer, a little too queer! L,00k-
ed like the Cullen place. Well, the
old hothead had been asking for
trouble.
With his eyes or the flames, Rob
almost rode his horse into a little
huddle of men, and realized that
he'd rua load into the nester camp.
This last hour he'd all but forgot-
ten them. Most of them, after one
dull look at him, turned their eyes
back in fascinated misery to the
furnace that should have been
their harvest, but old Cullen
snatched at his bridle and stared
up fiercely into hie face.
"The Lord's hardened your
heart, Rob Mallory!" he thundered.
"But you're iroinleto suffer for this,
Its rare as there's a Cod in Heav-
en! It's not enough tor you that
you've got good men's blood on
your hands, you got to burn and
destroy' what they sweated to
raise--
"You think that fire's ray doing?
You wild-eyed old lunatic!" Rob
blazed. "You think I'd set fire to
my own grass?"
Ho felt suddenly chilled, and
thought for a moment bitterly,
"Getting old." Then he realized
What had happened. The wind had
freshened and 'Mulled around to
the west_ It was blowing in gusts,
with a wet feel to it that promised
rain. Rain to pet out the fires-he
drew a long breath of thankful-
ness, before a moaning sound from
the throats of the men near film
brought his eyes around to where
they were looking.
The wind had caught at the fire
and whipped It high, and given it
a new direction. In crackling fury
# swept across Cullen's field.
"The house'll be goin'!" There
was such anguish in the old man's
cry that Rob turned to him with
an impulse of pity.
"Houses can be built again."
"But the women and kids-and
the hurt ones - those women -
they'll never be able to move 'em
all in time! My boy's tn there!"
"Well, why are you all standing
around like a bunch of scare-
crows? Get your horses and get
moving! Put some life into it! You-
'ye got legs, haven't you? Use 'ern
-or do you expect the Lord to
send down a couple of angels to do
your work for you?"
The whiplash of Rob's voice
stung the men out of their be-
numbed immobility and sent them
scrambling for their mounts. Be-
fore the last of them had a foot in
the stirrup, Rob was streaking off
toward the Cullen place, shouting
back at them to follow him. He
raked with his spurs, laid on the
quirt, mercilessly bleeding the
black stallion of the last ounce of
power in him. For all the work
he'd had that night, the cowpony
could still outstrip the heavy-boned
farm-horses, trained for plowing,
not for this kind of race. Rob could
hear the thud of their big hooves
behind him, and the desperate,
sobbing breath of the riders.
He tore up to the house, not a
minute too soon. One wall was al-
ready ablaze, and flames were
licking along the roof. In the door-
yard, women and children huddled,
a terrified little knot of humanity,
the youngsters wailing, a few of
the mothers trying futiley to quiet
them while the others stood twist-
ing work calloused hands and star-
ing In horror at the house. '
Rob yelled at them, "Get those
kids out of the way! You want the
roof to fall on them?" and plunged
in. Smoke blinded him, choked
him, made his lungs ache to burst-
ing; the heat seemed to sear his
akin. Women-four, five, six, im-
possible to see clearly-were tug-
ging at men who lay. on the ,beds
struggling to raise themselves.
One man had managed to get on
his legs and was leaning on a
woman, almost bearing her down
with his sagging weight Rob
caught him around the waist,
dragged him to the door and
thrust him into the arms of one of
the men who were crowding in.
"You women! Clear out now!
We can handle it." Not waiting to
see his order obeyed, Rob groped
to the last of the beds, the one
nearest the burning wall. Sparks
had already set the blankets
smouiderieg. Rob snatched them
off, setting his teeth on the pain of
his singed hands, and thrust an
arm under the man who lay there.
He was a big man; his inert body
seemed heavy as a full-grown
steer. Blackness swam in front of
Rob's eyes as he heaved and
strained to lift him. After what
seemed endless ages, he got hint
up. A blazing fragment of the roof
flew past him and landed at his
feet As he stamped it out, a husky
voice at his ear pleaded, "My boy,
-is he all right?"
"Take his legs and don't waste
your breath," Rob snapped. "The
whole roof's going to come clown
in a minute!"
Bearing Fred's weight between
them, they staggered toward the
door. Rob never knew how they
made it, but somehow there was a
cloud-laden sky, grey with the first
hint of morning, over their heads,
and cool air in his tortured lungs.
lie laid his burden on the ground
and straightened up, and heard a
rending crash behind him. Turn-
ing, he saw that the timbers of
the cabia, showing starkly through
the flames, were supporting noth-
ing now. The roof was down.
"Everybody out?" he demanded,
"Yeah," several of the nesters
mottered. They were staring at
hint dazedly.
He 'looked down at old Nate,
crouched beside his son. "Is he
all right?"
The old prophet raised his head.
Tears were naming down his
seamed cheeks. "The Loft be
praised!" he murmured.
And then the rains came.
• • •
Kerry had slept through all the
comings and goings during the
flrst half of 'the night, but the
glare of the fire waked him. With
a startled exclamation, he dragged
blznaelf out of bed and over to the
window. Gripping the sill, he star-
ed with sick fascination at the
leaping red line of light, while his
mind spelled out just what it
meant for Broken Spur.
Now he made out the dark
shape of a rider spurring toward
the house. One of the crew coming
back from the fire--he'd at least
be able to learn what was going
on.
Slowly, holding on to the hand.
rail, he made his way down the
stairs. He was just outside the
living room door when he was
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BECKY- LISTEN... " BOTH BECKY
AND SUE GR046IN5 ARE STRAIGHT
OFF THE FARM, THEY GET UP WITH
THE CHICKENS, AND DASH RIGHT
OUT TO THE OLD BARN TO MILK
THE COWS AND FEED THE
HORSES:"
•
I NEVER MILKED A COW IN
MY LIFE -AND HORSES
SCARE ME IONLF TO PEATH;
1 106 1311" 
By Ernie Bushmiller
By Raeburn Van Buren
I WILL NOT DESCRIBE WHAT IT WILL DO TO
YOU. BUT MERELY MENTION THAT TH' STRAIN
0' JUST UNLEASNIN' IT WILL SEND
ME TO A SANATORIUM, FOR




AND LISTEN,.. THESE GIRLS ARE
SO SHY AND UNSPOILED, THAT
WHEN THEY REACHED THE BIG CITY
THEY LI A SKED...'ARE
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Tlisee-Heralt. (*taw 11166. and Om Wort Kentuckian, 
January
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IAD= C. VELLUMS, PUBLISHER
✓s remarve et• MEM * releit any Adverti
sing. Letters to the rditor.
IR rotate Vote* Mins settle% la our opinion ars not for 
the best
Interest of our relaters.
NATIONAL RIIPHISENTATIVES: WAL,LACR WITMER 
CO, 1361
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Oh. for all the- time in the world'
to fish, for right now. fishing
Kentucky Lake has never bee.
better! This week's tishtng report
is enough to convert any non-
angler in a matter of minutes,
that fish can be caught, they can
easily see The stripe bass are
cooperating like they have never
done before and both day and
F. Years Ago Today .
night fishing is wonderful.
Lodger and Times File
July 8, 1990
Miss l Ann Lowry, bride-elect of Richard Graves, was
honored with a luncheon at the National Hotel. Thursda
y
afternoon given by Misses Ruth Lassiter, Mary Lassite
r
and Lottye
Miss Alice Khun, nurse at the Memorial Hospital:
Philadelphia. Pa., and Miss Carrie Khun. nurse at 
Pine
Bluff State Hospiterat Salesbury. Md.. arrived by pan
e
Wednesday to visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
nun.
Mary Ann Graves of Wickliffe is the recif)ient of a
scholarship to Murray State College by the Kentucky
Chain Stores Council. Rim Graves was selected on the,
basis of demonstrated interest in home econornics, Ied-
ership and personality.
Howard Swyers will sing at th Morning services of.
the First Christian Churet Sunday. Services are being
cd'hduCted by, Rev. Robert . Jarman at Murray Htgh
School due to the remodeling of the irch.
Ten Years Ago This e k
Ledger and Times File
July 8, 1945
Pfc. Charles L. Laftiter has been announce a candi-
date for Circuit Court Clerk by his friends. Plc, Lassiter.
the on of Mr. and Mrs. Jabie Lassiter. is ir. a. amp in
Arizona. and has been in the Army 33 months.
Dr. James H. Richmond. president of Murray Sate
College is dangerously in the clinic here. '
Mrs. Rosa Crawford, 79. Kirksey Route 1, died Mon-
day at the home of her daughter. MP. Emmett Smith. ,
Miss Betty Phillips of Nashville. behsne the bride of
Pfc. Oliver Clough Hood of Murray. Sattudav evening.
June 30th at the First Methodist Church..
Cpl. Dub Rumen who has served several 'months,
oversew'. is home on a 4U-day furlough. He was attached'
to General Pattoit's Third Army.
To day fish for the, strtpers all '
you need to do is fish the iuml*.
or if that Is net exciting enough.
then troll for them. It seems that,
the fish are taking all kinds of
bait, artificial and live, but the
best so far have been surface lures
and small spinners A lure that
drives them crazy is the new little
PulaN-Dive. This little but even
gets the stripers when A is trolled,
eventhough it is a surface bait.
To get it to go down in order
to troll it, just add enough lead_
weight to the line for the desired'
depth: It will wock.. and. work
well.
Far the night stripe fishing It
.s necessary to have several gas-
ol,ne or_prophane tandems. These
are hung over the side of your
boat which is anchored near the
east end of Eggner's Ferry bridge
sad you fish beneath the light.
about a foot and in half off - the
bottom. with minnows or maytlys.
artirchilatair inn:rimer, for the Kew-
You will not have any troable
7 
i
lake boat dock and Fishermana
One Stop are open 24 hours • day,
brightest light possible is best
. a the brightest light we have
found is the little propane Ben-
zomatic The ope we bought tease
Urban G Stitrics and Son is realty
* dilly The other night. 'under
the bridge, ,n put oat-amore light
than three Coleman lanterns and
brought the minnows right to it
That night fishermen nfust have
dragged in a to of . rrtpe bass
they were hitting so well
For the time of _your life. ari-.
foe fish in the skillet, try strip
fishing Day.me or 
,
nighttime
time is the right time for stripe
bans fishing's= Kentucky Lake
Mike Vrarak's Pop-5:-Dive baits.
l both the Wain -size and the casting
I Two entries were received from
anglers _this past week for the big
Ledger and Times Fishing Contest.
Josiah Darnell, Murray, entered
„e4V_FISHING
-rls-AtitHREPORT
showing 71 important freshwater
fish. Original paintings were done
by Mars-nard *Reece who madel
an especial effort to reproduce life-
like colorations,
How this album .w.11 serve new-
1y-converted anglers is indicated
by the following paragraphs from
a release of the Ontario depart-
: ent of lands ana forests:
'Amusing and sometimes mbar.
raising things happen to eager but
not too experienced anglers,. ac-
cording to officers of the- Oat-
Dept. of Lands and Forests. Fish
and Wildlife Inspector "Sandy" Ellis ,
here checked a fisherman at Nicol-
son Dam who =all be nameless
He beamingly boasted that he had
driven from Tornbo. started fishing
at 6' rm. and caught his limit ,
of five three-pound rainbow trout
in two hours. using "secret" tech-
iliques and lures, ot course
"We just couldn't disillusion such
an enthusiastic sportsman by ,
him that his rainbows really were ,
red horse suckers: said Sandy.
On another stream. conservation
officers mei a fistierman who said
It was full of brown trout but
that they were small and hard
to catch-a-How:ever, his chum, far-
ther upstream, had taken about
a , dozen, or:: investigation, tale
second man sorrowfully admitted
that he had taken 12 undersized
brown trout when the legal limit
was-five per day and the minimum
length seven inches Luckily for '
him the fish turned out to be
OTn C .
As a tonic for frayed nerves,
fish:ng is more and more important
ti human Wedare. LIFE has ren-
dered a publ.c service by helping
some millions of anglers' to identify
their catches and get more fun




size, gat a new look this ayeek D• 
Al IRALLY
when he put on the market baits tailed
 Preen Smola Wetter
aith ten new colors He gut the NEW YORK 
Na - Oh. say did
wwiliaMMOMMIONNIIMIliinww•
limit of largemouth as well as
a limit of stripers. W. W. Rowe
and party caught 14 largemouth
and N. T. Nuckols and his son
caught their limit apiece. C. W.
  Moats caught 2 nice bass, one
weighing. 3 pounds. Hubert Alfurd
taught ten largemouth using boos-
t era
Catfish-Carp ,
Carp may not be too good to out,
an 8 ounce stripe base to capture because of the thous.apda of bone
the second placer stand:ng and but catfish are and both providc
give himself 20 points. He nosed plenty of fun felt- any fisherman.
out Leonard Wood, who was in C. L. Dade and son caught 12
the second place spot, carp on a barton spinner, Dick
But. Leonard Wood made another Martin caught 25 catfish on
 dotes.
entry this s-eek,. a 2 pound 1 oz. tialls and worms, Jack Seabo
ld
cats. h. topping his own previous caught 30 carp on sfironp
, G. W.
first place eniry. So Wood now Muneon caught 11 ca
tfish on dough -
holds the Lt ind_ 2nd place spots balls and Charles • Ma
rsh Niue'.
in the catfish division of Class A. N carp on "catraiP.". O
ne of tha
Wood had accumulated 185 Paints fish weighed 7 pounds
. Paul GI:-
up to last week and the catfish ham caught 20 carp 
weighing up
entry would have given him a to 7:s pounds on ball
s and Dick
total oil 210 points, for a picture' Lindsay caught one 
carp thnt
aceompained the last entry, but . weighed 1044 pounds.
Darnell took 20 of the points with' Joe Coakley and 
Elmer Busden
his larger stripe bass so as matters caught 10 catfish, 40 brea
m and 5
now stand, Wood :II leading with 'trivet; on worms. 
Dick Mann
190 points_ caught 78 carp and 
catfish from
Darnell took his striper while the dock with do
ughballs. J. W.
fishing with Garrett Basheer out Stinnett caught 15 
carp on the
from Johnny Reed's. He was using balla. Arthur Merclitti a
nd Laud
a "baby diaper' lure which netted
all his catch of nine fah.
Wood used a fly rod spinner
and pork rind to catch his catfish.
The fish hit the rig near the sur-
face about 7 a.m, at the mouth a
Bailey Creek. It measured 17
inches long and 9 Inches in the
girth,
Fewer fishermen venturede 
forththis past week but those
Jordan caught.. carp pa balls, a strong romaatie sonihination in
Crappie
CLERICAL GOLF
MINNEAPOLIS - IP --
Mayor ease Harr. Who recently
, vetoed a proposal that Use park
board letaelergymen par cats free
on week days, auggested instead
apassing the plate" at Mimicapola
!churches for 'gplfing money." He-•
also suggested giving clergymen
reduced rates onS or two days each
week
•
Only ',kw, reports concerning 
the nest evi..r oulaaor adventure,
crappie were received, bath very 
-Ile Mar. Irnm Bitter Ridge."
gcud ones. Dale Bolyard caught 26 
open:: Meta; at the Varsit]
crappie using minnows arid fish- 
Theatre,
ing 20 feet of %Valet. William Me- —
Kuril caught 25 crappie on min-
nows in 15 feet of water. Crappie
can be caught if one washes to
epend the time looking for them,
that did. were well pleased with but 's-ho does, when stripe bas
s are
the rewards of thea: efforts. Bill nearly jumping into 
your boar
Nall, down at the Kenlake Boat We Nape that we did n
ot leave
Dock says that "Stripe bass con- anyane out of this we
ek's report
tinue to be the better fishing but since so milli), werit
 fishing
again this week with some fisher- and caught so many we 
are Sure
men taking their limas of 15 in we did. our apologies 
though,
30 minutes, Crappie are rated however. In this week's r
eport
''slow'' and the largemouth in there are listed, by co
unt. 108
this area are becoming a bit hard-;liegernputh bass, 902"--str
tpe bm-r,
er to take in -limit strings". Early 258 catfish and carp. 51 crap
me
and late fishing is becoming Ulan- d 248 betorgill for a grand 
tota.
datory for good largemouth re- . of 16.56 feta It looks as if 
the
suits," fi hiek Is better now than wis
er
Nall's reports that Roes King of the crappie were at their hightn.
Hardin Rt. 1 took a good string
of largemouth on a "Swimming BANDIT STEALS KISS
minnow" with the largest weigh- PITTSBURGH IP --A would 
be
:ng albs. Herman Prather and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Snyder of
Csaumbus, Ohio, each took stripe
bane limits. Jimmy Powers and C.
D Monroe of Shepperelsville. Ky,
caught 22 largernouth. 16 stripers
and 50 bream. Noble and Ed
lamier of Franklin. Ky.„ caught
19 largemouth an dtwo lianas of
' stripe bass in two days fistr.ng.
In order to facilitate mattees;ari
reporting the tremendous cabana
taken by fishermen le the Egoner's
Ferry Bridge section. which is
sent in by Fisherman's 'One Stems
we have divided the report inlol
'Wades clanifieations. Also, the
hacne town of the haberman is
omitted and much of the detail.
Twenty Years Ago This Week baits 
from. the IninnfiCIUTTT an you See — anal if you 
didn't. here's for licit 0( space Nonce hmemrer
t7) 
. Tuesday afternoon about 4:00 o'clock iwhat ha
ppened while you were the amounts in cacti catch.
Ledger avid Times File nut proven to ow-selves the wort
h burn The fo
llowing people
stripers last week: Ned
limit, Curls Flanagan, limit, and
Henderiong, limit, Jack Andreae.
Unit, Curti Flanagan, limit, a-, t
Johnnie . Higgins. Ltrna. All these
were taken in the daytime. Night
fishermen &net their camhes last
week were: Terry aackaon and
party, 90 stripers. Bloozer Gee 3nd
party. 55 strtperf, Bill Major
party, 440 stripers. Buddy Craea,
37 stripers. Torn Datillo and par:
48 stripers. Bill King, 46 stripe
Loye. W.11.ams. 21 stripers, Burae.
Fisher, 45 stripers. and Jimmy
Powell, 25 stripers. All these ash •
were taken front beneath Eggr.er s
Ze44.4 Bridg, night fishing,
folkAng rasmte---t-strein-
rt./ ipe ham this week. Daniel /til-
ler+. limit. F. R. Reedy and party,
30. W. B. Dozier and J. W. Wright.
limits Cliarles, Stone
Stripa Baas
and by that time Wednesday we soaking up a
ll that holiday sun-
July 1935 .1 the new colors, one of 
them Beeabell
Miss Alice Waters will .return from China the first
week in August to live in Murray after several years 
in
. China as a Missionary with the Methodist Church.
Mr. Eph Miller. 89, long noted as Calloway County's
most active citizen of advanced years, cut and shoc
-keci
30 shocks of wheat last week. Mr. Miller did the cutting
with an old fashioned cradle which is now extre
mely
rare in t this rountryl.
'Mrs. Isa Bynum, 76. widow of ,the late IN ill Bynum. of a little weignt. 
to just the right
viominent tobacconist and, horse owner, died Tuesday depth About the time we locatedat her home In North Murray following a week's illness, toe stripe bed and gotakhree stokes
Announcement is made of the marriage of Mis
s Mn-i a mean cloud ,a-nt as some foot
rite Marsh/ell to Terry Wilkerson whi
ch took place in anTd-ii half waves which c
alled off
lifirronoos, last vr,d„,:„•1„,,. mitra**44 f.ap_s_tne troll
ing_ angle - •
ular young woman of Hegel. Ky.. and Mr. Wil
keystor0r; 
Vp in . the Caves however the
waves wete 'not so Md. and right
of Murray. - before the bil  storm hit about
5 pre it got down right calm
to be retired = the lake Thai Ofteen minutes-,lliAltvABo IMINISITS ON
BIGGEST BASS DR( 114 . Now Harvard is ais
aitir.g deav-
CAMBR1DGB. Mass - err of a replacement, an $h00 bass
'Harvard hopes to regain the title drum that is six fee
t in diameter
college bass drum champ and two feet deep This campares
War many yews Hart &refs band with the Univers
ity of, ,Floridaa
-boasted the biggest base drum in bass drum which 
alsb is 72 inches
the nation' But last veer this over- in diameter but is
 only t2 inches






rse Live Bait Everytime
— All Size Miumms
Wholesale Retail_
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' at least The bait with the silver
scales and black ribs, a son of
shad coax., lit:reeled our attentioe
anen we first saw a and so it
was tal first put in the water
assa Wednesday afternoon Started
aut trolling with the little spin
size shad Pup-N-Dive and it work-
ed likes charm Handled just right
and went down. with the help
of calm ires-Fertitigh• to locate
and 'take a nice largemouth with "
that shad-colored yob, One cast
into she • bank, two pop's and one
flvo• minute tiro later the bass
wis in the boat A -bluegill fol.:
'lowed next and after that rain
, so think that you could hardly
see ?they feet' The ram called a
halt to our tast but the results
ins few 'minutes, was et:ought to
conv.nee -us. that the little Pop-
N-Dives- in their new sacoats are
89lnlItai be hard to beat as baits,
kri the next fro- years.
'So .far pie flea: belts are not
.n the loaal stares, but they will
ignars- are .30 new.
sa tact that the new colors have-
nat ever, asoset beon n ed Thaw
estr-wh, kame Mika. now that ,
he will get the new bas out as
soon as r."133Ibles, so be consitlefil7.
and den't wear his front : daicr
donn carting' t.. buy some Julit
keep rbecking• at. the local stores
anaen-atelaMurray and at the docks
atatbe lake
The annual repart, /or South Da.'
'riots departmcat at game, fish _and
parks Indicates that 17 to 20 per
cent, of the fishermen an South
South' Dakota aire women Though
figures. ere lacking. oui impression
is that --satire and 'more women
are taking. up the gentle art of
angling -*Oh the many labor-
-riving' de:ewes in the lieu's,. now.'
adye. a woman is undina quite a
mental strain tryinge'tia keep all
he gidgefe aunetrefi g proper I y
Since fishing .is • Msg. tonic for
freyed, nerve's the women-folks
will finda it quite helpful. tbo.
Anelers will not want to MIS!'
'he ,June 27 Issue of LIFE which
carries a full-colas- 8-page album
Wkwwwwinate .•••••••M....
That Brooklyn Dodgers and l-be
New York Yankees stayed out in
front of the respect re pennant
races and the prophets continued
to moan that Brooklyn blew a laur
game lead as late as Aug 13, in
1951
The Dodgers had a rather shaky
vreekerad but ham here they seem
a better' pennant possibility than
the Yankee,, particularly if the
Indians start rolling
The All-Star learns were an-
nounced arid it should come as no
surprise that Roy Campanella was
the leading mote-getter At his
posanuer., eh,segarisn'e-ae AV"
,Stilly if you want to arice. for Yogi
'Berra you have a point. He ,was
second_ Tithewas Al Kaltoe, only
two years out of • Baltimore high*
school It's no fluke that he is
leading the American _League at
hitting anal his tiger teamstes
are confident he'll win the batting
title.
Bating•
Rocky Marciano and Archie
Moore were signed to meet at
Yankee Stadium for the heavy-
weight championship on tept. 20.
Martians, is a 13-5 favorite, and •
it sounds like the. odds are too
short „
Tenets'
Tony -1'sbert won at Wimbledon
without dropaseg a set. If he tense,
the U.S Afnateur tennis title its
Forest Hills in early' Septenther. limit or 30 atrspe aaa
san -
you can coun t on his turning
•
bandit stole a loss from a )41-year
old girl at aunpoint !arr.
p. id $10 for the privilege.
The -girl. Lois Gilloggy, sold a
young man approached as she sit
on. 414 41.410k 4 eiiGiewbOrtill
home at about ,8 A. M. and agked
for ;$ dote. Lois told him "no."
Then the man asked for a glad
of water and followed her into the
house The noise of running water
in. the kitchen awakened Do:,
mother. Mrs. Mildred Boyer''', 37.
At that picent. nocturral
Igneet pulled out a revolver ansi
&Mande:As-money. Told tbereawas




















Cecil. Giles, limit. J. B. Renshaw,
55, George Bowling. limit, George
Worsham, 30, Elliott Wallace, 30.
Soloman Fritz, 30. Tomyy Martin
and party, 46. Bob Haddock and
party. 45. Ed Neal 4and William
Fleming, 30. Loys Williwns. limit,
Mrs: Paul Gillian, four day; limit,
and Buchanan and Tisiinell, 30.1
'All of theae were tkati at night
beneath the bridge An' explipation
Might be in order for the Seeming
double limit reverted by some 'The
answer is, catch the limit of 15
before midnight and the limA of
15 after midnight. for the posses-
sion IIMIL is two days fishmg
professional Kis menetary value,
will go up should he lead the
CS. to a successftil, ,Davis Cup
4efense prior to then, but a win'
at Forest Hills will be gaud ,
-enough.
Louise Brough won the Wimble-
don woman's crown and it brings
home ever more sharply- the tra-
gedy of the leg injury whan ended
Maureen Connolly's career "Little
Mo" wee in a ('lass by herself 'and,
would hve moved up anteing the
all-time greats within a couple of
years
Keehn
Nashua, wanting off %ail the
Dyer. ran his. take to $120.900 in
three weeks. The .Preakness and
Belmont winner scored easily and
enu wonder why the dedicated
"improvers of the breed' don t get
rhim together with Swaps. wh.i beat 
• Daytime , fishermen for sti po
bass were: C. L. Dade and son. 12.
and Mrs. Earl Brame, 20. The/
were using the ABU Reflex lure.'1
- Largemouth Baas I
Jack Qiethea , took his Wait Of-$
ranternouth as well iain a, greet
. many bait-gal_ Fishing with Jack.-
Stevens. who got his limit af
largemouth. the two of them
caught 158 bluegili 'on flyrod
' poppers. Paul Henderlong took his
the Grand r.Th•llenee Cup at • the
Henley Regatta and Bob Richards
took the national decathlon for the
thArd time. both of which were b3d
alrws to the Ruwians. The Soviet
Sestetiriseingers were beaten in the
semi-finals at Henley. won be ,a
crew which isn't. even mit • beat.
And Ffictisrdy, won't. rate Is one
of our 111+ decathlon Men at Mnie
zourne. concentrating stead on
'Ishii in the Kentucky Derby. tor hitting the Reds- with a ft-foat 
plus
what w vould be en of the top pale "wt,
match races of all time, However. I can't. tell you 
Si','
Incidental to 'do for Mosquitt bites on top of












with Virginia Mayo, Pier
Angeli and Jack Palance





SHOW STARTS AT 7:45
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
•








— Double Feature —
"THE WILD ONE"



















Whenever You're In The
Mood For Good Food
Sue & Charlie's
"FAMOUS FISH DINNERS—WITH HUSH 
PUPPIES"
— On Beautiful Kentucky Lake —
We Now Carry Scott-Atwater I w
Outboard Motors




• Trot Line Gear
• Tackle Boxes
• _Fishing License
FULL LINE ARCHERY EQUIPMKNT




Headquarters For 3 Fishing Contests
Our Own -.The Ledger and Times - Sportsmen's Club
OUR CONTEST I EATURES —
1st and 2nd prizes for biggest bass, biggest crappie, biggett
crappie string, caught on minnows purchased from us.
RODS--REELS POLES-HOOKS-,LINE-SINKERS







































E: BABY Seiteent ormized
1121-W for details. Pick
.1) end delivery. J8C
CE: BOYS INTEREST'ED in
„e positions call 56 or apply
' the office of the daily Ledgerr Times. TI
•
N'ING? LEAVE YOUR MOV-
lrg worries to to - Local .and
le ig distance. Cell Murray Trans-
fer Co. Licensed and =wed. Cor.
dth dc Poplar, phone 240. July11C
HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED
now againert termites. Five year
guarantee insured. We spray for
ants, motile, silver fistt, mosquitos,
roaches, and ohineee elm trees.
Kelly Exterminator and Pest Con-
trol. Kelly Peoduce Co. Phone 441.
Jnly 9 C
Big Reversible




Double Oufy I • Double Value
COMM AT $3915 pp
Expanders to fit most windows only $2.99 a set addItionai
Iid 1 • As a window fan, 
it's reversible foe
intcke or exhaust!
• 11 reexe-bor fan unit is a portable
circulator!
• Three speeds! No radio or TV inter-
ference! Quiet cs a whis
$2.50 DOWN • $1.25 AWEEK'
Reg $19.95












ferias es low Is Sea • *sera
Ironing is easier and faster
with a "Vistialirer". It's so
lightweight. only 2'!'s tbs.-so
easy to use with the fabric
dial at finger-tip reach on the
front of the cool Textolite
handle. You'll be thrilled with
performance. 
handy size 10 c4,11

















Car and Home Supply




THE LEDGER 'AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
NOTICE): FOR HAULING AND
also carpenter repair work, call
Bob Moore, 416. J9P
FOR SALE: EXTRA NICE A.K.C.
Reg. Chihuahua puppies. $35.
Phone 177. JIIP
ENVELOPES, ENVELOPiel. EN-
zelopes, up to 10 x 15. Brown
clasp envelopes of an faze. If
eou need claw envelopes call
it the Ledger and Timer offace
Ripply departmer.. Per Nee -fog
aiaUang
FOR SALE 7
FOR SALE: CROCHETED BED
speead, one round and one square.
Coffee table, one winning wheel.
'1400 Hughes. Tel. 1809. J 1 IP
FOR SALE: USED ELECTRIC
ripge. Priced reasonable. Phone
13-23. JI1C
FOR SALE: ONE TON MATHIS
Air Conditioner. Used approxi-
mately six weeks. Reasonably
priced. Call 278-J. JI1C
FOR SALE: SMALL UPRIGHT
pe.,no, six cherry dining roam






Editor's Note: Vernon Scott is
on vacation. Today's guest columnist
LS movie tough guy Jack Pittance
Jack is ii. genuine -tough guy.-
Fle used to be a prize fighter. and
today he compares his two careers.
By JAICK. PALANCE -
Written For The united Press
HOLLYWOOD aP - People who
know I once made by lowing as
• pro fighter frequently ask -how
I, eiade the transition from pugilist
to actor. Also whether the ring is
a good training ground for would-
be actors,
The erewer in my opinion, is
a complex one. A fighter has
many things in common with the
actor. Phychologically, if net PhY-
t :catty.
I've thought .about this lately
ePeause for the first time in
film career I'm doing a fight.
scene in -The Big Knife." The
experience brought back to me
many memories of my earlier
career.
Most Obvious Similarity
Most obvious similarity is that
both actor and fighter perform for
audiences and both are affected
by the response of the spectator.
Emotionally, the, similarities are
startling. brost' fighters I've known
are introverts had become extro-
verts only when performirg. The
same is true for actors despite
!he theory . that to be an actor a
n an has to be a. thorough-going
'extrovert.
• Both actors and fighters are
-ssentially lonely people. The fight-
, r. naturally, has only himself to
iepend on when he's in action,
hereas the actor .derives stirnu-
i lotion .from his fellow-actors which
,ein help him deliver • more effec-
'tee-Tertrintnerree. 
But despite the actor's depend-
eece on others; he's still a lonely
net. In the end, his performance
.prings from within himself. If he
hasn't achieved the emotional peak
necessary to provide a convincing
portrayal, he'll be as far from an
Oscar as' anyone presently stems
to be frOm lifting Rocky Mar-
ciano's crown.
A fighter rim enjoy the heights
of jubilance one night. and then
sifter the depths of despair on
another. When he's knocked flown,
talcing a beating, 'and rears the
crowd shrieking for his blood, iiC
really suffers.
He's all alone.- He's down and
aching. It takes all he .hes not
to quit.
Need For Eirpreaskin
Some psychologists believe men
betnine fighters • for the same res.
son other men turn to acting-
the need la express themselvel.'"-
Another motivation frustration.
If all actors. aren't frustrated Peo-
ple. all fighters are.
Some. actors 'manage to be fairly
stable and 'unemotional. But this
isn't true with fighters.. I've never
known an imirmotional fighter.
whether he larked change of
expression like Joe Lewis in his
prime, or not,
had won 18 out of 21 fights
and was on my way to winning
my Ihth when my opponent con-
nected with a wild haymaker on
y Attarrei- Jaimildal.- talk
for a v.•eck. That decided me to
channel all further fighting under
Uncle Sam's banner. and I joined
the Air Corps.
-Bawd on my own experience.
I'd advise any would-be actor to.
spend some time fighting to pre-
pare himself .for a dramatic ca.
amok
FOR, SALE: SPINET PIANO AND
bench, 'Poole" brand, mahogany
finish, one yeer old. $500.00. Harry
Leslie, 311 N. 10th St. J9f'
moNumEN"rs
Calloway Monument Company on
West Main Street near College.
Vester Orr, owner. Office phone
85. Horne latione 526. ABC
FOR SALE: REGENCY RADIO-
The First Transitor Pocket Size
RaeLio. See at ehe Murray Hearing
Center. 303 E. Main St. J9C
FOR SALE: MANLEY FOPCORN
machine. Large size, A-7. condition.
$1300.00. Barnes Grocery, 300 Oaks
Rd. Paducah, Ky. Ph. 5-9278. J8P
FOR SALE: FOUR DRED
white leghorn hens, all laying. Mur-
ray Hatdnery. Phone 336-J.' J8C
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble and Granite works.
Builders of fine memorials for
over hale, century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. A 6 C
' • 44.  .-
 ,444.o.,-Aummo Atio...40.stal414,aitiaewgialingimassemegwrieg„...4
EARKINGTON ROUTE 1 NEWS
(Mr iitt Mrs. Grady Egielton, and
' eel, of Detroit, Mich., are visiting
elatives.
Mr. & Mrs. Harland Black, and
children of Gary, Rid. spent the
holidays with home folks.
Mr. & Mrs. Thelma Hanelibe,
idop and granddaughter, of North Da.
RCA AM CONDITION . MUR-
ray Auto Baits. Maple St Phone
m.JITLY23C
FOR RENT
FOR RENT: ONE 5-ROOM APT.
Also 3-room duplex. Mrs. Bob
MeCieston, 503 _Olive. Phone 33,
J9C
FOR RENT: 6 ROOM HOUSE with
bath, wired for electric stove. 3
miles on Cadiz road. Mrs. Hilda
Street. Phone 981-W. J8P
'Female Help Wanted
...-
WANTED AT ONCE: Experienced
beauty operator. Downtown loca-
tion, pleasant working conditions.
1 day off each week_ Call Benton,
Ky. 2391 or come in and see Wilma
Lyles, anytime except Wednesday.
Wilma Lyles Beauty Shop, BentOht•
Ky, J15C
FEMALE HELP W aNTED: MAKE
extra money mailing out advertis-
ing in your spare time. KAY,
Box 47, Watertown, Mass. J8P
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kota are visiting relatives enroute
to Florida to work.
Several of Mr. & Mrs. E. E.
Youngblood's children and grand-
children were Sunday visitors at
their home.
Clyde Ory. Carter of Detioit,
Mich., is visiting home folks
The Carter - family reunion was
• TEMP THUD
held Sunday, July 3rd at the *hum,
of Mr. & Mrs. Oran Cartel'. All cel
the children of Mrg. Ada Carte
were present, including Len- son:
and four daughters. '
A basket lunch was spread or.
the lawn at noon, he afterneen
was spent in pleasant conversation
and photography.
CHAPTER FORTY
HALF AN hour later, eight ex-
flaunted riders sat their horses and
watched a bunch of even more ex-
hausted cattle, safe out of the
"track of the flames in the shelter
of a dry riverbed.
Now the wind had died down. It
was sickening to see the wide
swathe the Barnes had cut. And
the burned-over land had been the
best graze on the whole ranch.
His eyes, turning from the de-
struction behind him to rest on the
untouched grass rolling off south-
ward to the nester settlement,
caught the red glow of another
line of flame, "What-!" he mut-
tered, touching the spurs to his
horse. Two fires breaking out at
once, so close to each other-it
was queer, a little too queer! Look-
ed like the Cullen place. Well, the
old .hothead had been asking for
trouble.
With his eyes or the flames, Rob
almost rode his horse into a little
huddle of men, and realized that
he'd rua area into the neater camp.
This last hour he'd all but forgot-
ten them. Most of them, after one
dull look at him, turned their eyes
back in fascinated misery to the
furnace that should have been
their harvest, but old Cullen
snatched at his bridle and stared
up fiercely into his face.
  "The Lord's hardened your
heist, APE Mallory!" he thundered.
"But you're gotn' he suffer for this.
as sere as there s a God in Heav-
en! It's not enough tor you that
you've gut. good men's blood on
your hands. you got to burn and
destroy • what they sweated to
raise-"
"You think tbat fire's my doing?'
You wild-eyea old lunatic!" Rob
blazed. "You think I'd set fire to
my own grass?"
He felt suddenly chilled, and
'thought for a moment bitterly,
"Getting old." Then its realized
What had happened. The wilrerhad
freshened and slut Led around to
the west It was blowing in gusts,
with a wet feel to it that promised
rain. Rain to .put out, the fires-he
drew a long breata of thankful-
ness, before a moirriTag sound from
the throats of the men near him
brought his eyes around to where
they were looking.
The wind had caught at the fire
and whipped It high, and given it
a new direction. In crackling fury
.tt swept across Cullen's field.
"The house'll be gob" There
was such anguish in the old man's
cry that Rob turned to him with
an impulse of pity.
"Houses can be built again."
"But the women and kids-and
the hurt ones - those women -
they'll never be able to move 'em
all in time! My boy's in there!"
"Well, why are you all standing
around like a bunch of scare-
crows? Get your horses and get
moving! Put some life into it! You-
've got legs, haven't you? Use 'ern
-or do you expect the Lord to
send down a couple of angels to do
your work for you?"
The whiplash of Rob's voice
stung the men out of their be-
numbed immobility and sent them
scrambling for thetlr mounts. Be-
fore the last of them had a footle
the stirrup, Rob was streaking off
toward the Cullen place, shouting
back at them to follow him. He
raked with his spurs, laid On the
quirt, mercilessly bleeding the
black stallion of the last ounce of
power In him. For all the work
he'd had that night, the cowpony
could sUll outstrip the heavy-boned
farm-horses, trained for plowing,
not for this kind of race. Rob could
hear the thud of their big hooves
behind him, and the desperate,
sobbing breath of the riders.
He tore up to the house, not a
minute too soon. One wall was al-
ready ablaze, and flames were
licking along the roof. In the doer-
yard, women and children huddled,
a terrified little knot of humanity,
the youngsters wailing, a few of
the mothers trying futiley to quiet
them while the others stood tv/sat-
ing work calloused hands and star-
ing in horror at the house.
Rob yelled at them, "Get those
kids out of the way! You want the
roof to fall on them?" and plunged
in. Smoke blinded him, choked
him, made his lungs ache to burst-
ing; the heat seemed to sear his
skin. Women-four, five, six, im-
possible to see clearly-were tug-
ging at men who lay on the beds
struggling to raise themselves.
One man had managed to get on
his legs and was leaning on a
woman, almost tieliring her down
With his sagging weight Rob
caught him around the waist,
dragged him to the door and
thrust him into the arms of one of
the men who were crowding in.
-You women! Clear out now!
We can handle it." Not waiting to
see his order obeyed, Rob groped
to the iast of tae beds, the one
nearest the burning wall. Sparks
had already set the blankets




off, setting his teeth on the pain of
his singed hands, and thrust an
arm under the man who lay there.
He was a big man; his inert body
seemed heavy as a full-grown
steer. Blackness swam in front of
Rob's eyes as he heaved and
strained to lift him. After what
seemed endless ages, he got hint
up. A blazing fragment of the roof
flew past him and landed at his
feet As he stamped it out, a husky
voice at his ear pleaded, "My boy
-is he all right?" ,
"Take his legs and don't waste
your breath," Rob snapped. "The
whole roof's going to Come down
In a minute!"
Bearing Fred's weight between
them, they staggered toward the
door. Rob never knew how they
made it, but somehow there was a
cloud-laden sky,' grey with the first
hint of morning, over their heads,
and cool air in his tortured lunge.
Ile laid his burden on the ground
and straightened up, and heard a
rending crash behied him. Turn-
ing, he saw that the timbers of
the cabia, showing atarkly through
the flames, were supporting noth-
ing now. The roof was down.
"Everybody out?" he demanded.
"Yeah," several of the nesters
muttered. They were staring at
him dazedly.
He looked down at old Nate,
crouched beside his son,._"4. be
all right?"
The old prophet raised his head.
Tears -were ruaning down his
seamed cheeks. "The Lord be
praised!" tie murmured.
And then the rains came.
• •
Kerry had slept through all de
comings and goings during the
first half of the night, but the
glare of the fire waked him. With
a startied exclamation, he dragged
hirnsed out of bed and over to the
window. Grippir„g the sill, he star-
ed with sick fascination at the
leaping red line of light, while his
mind spelled out just what it
meant for Broken Spur.
Now .he made out the dark
shape of a rider spurring toward
the house. One of the crew coming
beck from the fire--he'd at least
be able to learn what was going
on.
Slowly, holding on to the hand-
rail, he made his way down the
staira. He was just outside the
living room door when he was
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I GOT TA BLAST YOU
WIT'A -SHuDDF_RY- DOUBLE
WH AMNN, MAMMY rr
BECKY- LISTEN BOTH BECKY
AND SUE GROfeGIN.S ARE STRAIGHT
OFF THE FARM. THEY GET UP WITH
THE CHICKENS, AND DASH RIGHT
OUT TO THE OLD BA RRI TO MILK




I NEVER MILKED A COW IN
MY LIFE -AND HORSES
SCARE ME I-11kLF TO DEATH;
I WILL NOT DESCRIBE WHAT IT WILL DO TO
NW, BUT MEREL4 MENTION THAT T1-1' STRAIN
Cr JUST ONLEASHIN' IT WILL SEND





By Raeburn Van Buren
AND LISTEN...' THESE GIRLS ARE
SO SHY AND UNSPOILED, THAT
WHEN THEY REACHED THE FOG CITY
THEY 14ANELY ,ASKED.. .'ARE
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WOMEN'S PAGE Club News Activities
Jo BurFeen, Editor „ }lone 694-M-4 or 1150-W Weddings Locals
Fulton Home Scene-
Of Group I CU'F -
Meeting Tuesday
• The borne of Mrs. Marvin Ful-
ton on West Main Street was the
scene of the meeting of Group I
of the Christian Women's Fellow-
ship of the First Christian Church
held Tueesday. July 5. at two-thirty
(Mock in the afternoon.
•Mrs. A. B. Austin presented the
program 'for me afternoon on the
subject. Our Church In 'A Chang-
ing America." which is the first
lesson on the ' year's study of
"Horne Missons."
The devotion was Levsn by Mrs.
L Li Rowe. Mrs. Ed Frank Kat,
icheirman, preseded.
Refresrunents were served to the
fourteen members and the follow-
ing guests: Mrs. Sam Whitaker.
Miss Virannia Hay. Mrs. Tommy
lavendar. Mrs. Elizabeth Griffis
and, daughter. Ruth.
.• • • •
Rev. and Mrs. James Howard
Nchols. 704 Olive Street, announce
the - birth of a baby . son. Joh;
Terrell. weighing eight •pouncis
four ounces. born at the Murray
Hospital Friday. July 1: Re.
Nacho's is pastor of the First
Chestan Church.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alv:s Edward
Jones, South Sixteenth, Stieet. are
the parents of a ion. James Ed-
ward. weighing-17x pounds e7ght
ounces, born at the Murray' Hos-
pital Saturday, July 2. They have











  PLUS 
SERIAL and CARTOON
PERSONALS I
Mr. and Mrs.--Troy Kelly and
children, Mike arid Pat. of Garth-i
age. Ill, are visieng Mrs. Kelly's
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey!
Farmer.
• • • •
Messrs Tommy Lee Vineyard
and Roland Seaborne of SI. Louts,
v.sited M.ss Virginia Ross
treat weekend. Miss Ross and her
family, also of St. Louis. are




Mr. and Mre. Otis Hampton
Erwin. 205 North Sixth Street,
are the parents of a daughter.
Anne James, „weighing eight pounds
born at the Idur.-ay Hosp.tal Wed-
nesday, June Za.
• • • •
Cathey Annette is the name
chosen by Mr. ind Mrs. James
Franklin Pier of Hardin Route
One for their daughter, weighing
seven pounds nine ounces. born at
the Murray Hospital Thursday,
June 30.
• A daughter. Shirley' Ant. weigh-
ing six pounds seven ounces was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac E.
.Dunn. General De::very, on Thurs-
day. June 30. at the Murray Hos-
Wel
• • • I_
Rassell Ray ii the name chosen
by Mr. and Mn. Halford B.
Rhodes of Murray Route S:x for
ttr lion. weighing nine pounds
dame_ -04111Ceir • • rn at. fhp Murray 
Hosp.tal Sunday. 'July 3.
• • • •
Miller has returned
fl-O'rn Tokyo and Greek-e and is
visiting his parents. Mr. -and Mrs
W. C He will leave Mon-
day for Catiforn.a. accompanied
by his nephew. Gary Houston. for
a three weeks' visit with • Mrs.
Frances Sterrett and kI4i-ss Jacque-
' line M.:ler.




Miss Jeanne Futrell. °illy daugh.
•
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Futrell. 530 Broad Street became
the bride of Mr. Herchell Robert-
son.. son of Mr._ and Mrs. Eueli
Robertson of 102 South Tenth
Street, Thursday. June 30. in the
evening at eight o'clock in a simple
double ring ceremony, before an
assembly of friends and relatives.
The vows were exchanged iii
Candlelight before the altar of
the Liberty Cumberland Presby-
terian Church in the presence of
ffie pastor, Rev. Eurie Mathis.
The altar was banked wi.th palms,
iron candelabra, and baskets Of
white gtads were interspersed with
the greenery. Miss Betty June
and Emma Lou Roberts Lighted
The candles. They were dressed in
colorful paste', dresses with whte
corsages.
▪ The traditional y...edd:rig music
has played -anal sung by BiL13.
Rudy Holland, cousin of the bride.
She sang -0 Promise Mr" and
"Dearly Beloved." She played -0
Lord• Most Holy,'' and "I Love
Thee." Mrs. Holland was dread
in white 'linen, and played ..by
candle light. candles were placed
on each side of the piano casting
a sort glow.
The bride. Who was given.. In
Marriage •by her father. • titOre a
street length 'dress of white or-.
'randy. with a White off the face
hat and pale blue accessories. Her
flowers were baby red rose buds
faeluseied-err-s-eersage• Miss. Shit 
ley Lovett, the maid of honor,
wore a white linen dress with
wiete accessories and a corsage
of red rose buds. Mr. Jimmy
Robe, tsan, served brother as
best man..
The bride's mother chose a 'dark
beige nylon mesh dress with
matching accessories and her
flower's were yellow rose buds.
Mil Robertson. the bridegroom's
mother, wore a dress of navy blue
and a corsaae of white carnation.
Mr. and Mrs Charles McClure The young couple, who are both
and chtidren of 'Detroit. Mich., employee In s,,furray, will be at
have been the guests of his par- home it 1302 Ma.n Street. Mrs.
ens. Mr and Mrs Crawford Me-rRobortson is a graduate of thil
South Eleventh Street ' spring class of Murray Hddfl
 School where her husband grad.
 -uated two year ago. Mr. Kelsie
Holland of the east side is Mrs.
Robertson's maternal grandfather
and the Rev and Mrs Clyde
Robertson of Murray are the pater-
nal grandparents of Mr Robertson
The wedding rehearsal was held
at the church Wednesday after-
noon on the bride's eighteenth
birthday. ,
•, • • •
15th at l'.plar — tail 479' DROP DUMPLINGS
"The Best For Less" r If your're making drop clump-
 iirtgs. always dip the, spoon in the







SEE_ OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF OTHER FANS
THURM kN FUR' NITITE











FOUR----WINDS .. .. Murray
General Admission  $1.00
Children .(under 12) 50c — Reserved Seats $1.25
SPONSORED BY JAYCEES —
IIMEMEMMEMEM
•••




The general meeting of the
Woman's Society of Christ:1n
Service if the First Methodist
Church was held at the church
on Tuesday, July 5. at two-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon.
The president. Mrs. V. E. Wind-
sor. presided at the business meet-
ing and introduced Mrs. • Cordelia
Erwin Hurst. heturned missionary
from Korea, who made an Inspir-
ing talk. Routine business was
discussed.
Mrs. Paul T. Lyles was the. Pro-
gram leader for the afternoon.
She made introductory remarks
and reed the Scripture. Those
taking part in- the pnagrarri were
Odra. Tommy Pi•rker, Mrs: Ben
Grogan. and Mrs. George Klrateall.
Special music was by Mrs.
Howard Olila and Mrs. &chard
Farrell The meeting was closed
with prayer by Mrs. Lyles.• • • •
Mrs. Ethel Ward .1s
Hostess FOr -Meet
Missionary Circle.Id., Ethel Ward opened her
home on Poplar Street for the
meeting of the Business Women's
Circle of the Woman's Missionary
Society of the First Baptist Church
held Monday, July 4, at six-thirty
fo'cllack se evening.
"Baptist World Alliance" was
the sub jest of the prograrn pre-
sented with Miss Lorene Swann
as leader'. Others taking part
were Mrs. Frances Watson. Mrs.
Solon Derbell. and Mrs. Myrtle
51t -- --
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Madelle Talent.
Preceding the meeting a pot•ick
supper was served. Present for
the meeting were eleven members
and two v.sitors.
• • • •
SHORTAGE FOUND
PITTSBURGH AA —A /leather
Falls man was held in Allegheny
County jail today in c ecton
with a $24.000 ehort e at bank
v.eiere he had been 40
years as a teller.
Emil H Grosglasa. 58. confemed
taking the money fiern the Fame-
ers National Bank. Beaver rail
tra his arraignment Wednesda'y be.
Aare U. S. Commissioner Ectward
Snodgrasa
Grosglass also admitted under
questioning he had given the money
to someone, but he refused to iden-
tify the person until he consults
with. an attorney. He was jailed
when he was unable to raise $3,500
bond.
An information flied by .1. Gor-
don Shanklin. special agent in
charge of the Pittsburgh rai at-
tic*. charged Grosglass with trying
to cover up the shortage by report-
ing $24.030 more than he collected
An (ash recmpts during one day's
business.
The shortage was uncovered last




Misses Msry Ann and Gay Nell
Thorn add -Mtn Mary E. Huey
of Evansville, Ind., have returned
home after visiting their grand-
parents, Mr. & Mrs. Johnnie Sim-
mons.
Hello again. Hope everyone is A son was born. to Mr. 84 Mrs.
feeling fine and enjoying these Roy Robertson of Evansville, Ind,
SKIN-DIVER ROMANCE. Jane Russell and Richard
Egan 'ire adventurei5uS couple who dive to the bot-
tom of the ocean to make love in the. big HowArd
Hughes' Tchnicolor Cinemascope drama -1.Judtir
Water," which opens Sunday at the Varsity Theatre.
BUCHANAN
\ Neils 11
Mr. & Mrs. Firman Bury, Mr. Si
Mrs. Charles Nance and .children,
and James Zhomas-Nance of Michi-
gan are visi ng relatives here.
Harold lson of Jackson, Tenn.
'spent the ieeekend with Mr. &
Mrs. Raymcin Hutson.
•Mr. & Mrs. 'William Cherry and
children returned to their home in
Herndon, Ky., Monday after visit-
ing several days with her parents,
Mr. & Mrs.' Rupert Sanders.
- Mr. & Mrs. Tommy Walker and
children of Indiana are visiting
her patents, Mr & Mrs. Lester
Jackson. and other relatives.
• Mr. & 'Mrs. Eugene rhaney and
children returned home Saturday
after several. days visit with her
parents. Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert San-
debt's.
Mr. & Mrs. Max Chrtsman and
baby and sister-in-law of Michigan
are visiting Mr. Tollie Chrisman
Thursday. June 23rd.
Mr. AC Mrs. Martin Flood of
Paris 'R. 3 moyed into the city
of Paris. Tenn. this past week.
Mr. Sr. Mrs. Lloyd Workman of
N. 13th St. have been visiting their
son. Ke,pneth, who is a student
at the University of Cincinnati.
Mrs. Halley of Paducah, K)'.. is
visiting friends and relatives in
Murray for, a few. days
E. H. Simmons and Everett BUCY
of Indiana were Friday morning
guests of their parents. Mr. & Mrs.
Johnnie Simmons. Of Murray.
Mrs. Myrtle Spinks and family
of Suneeside, Ky., is-new visiting
our brother and family. Mr. & Mrs.
Hobert Todd of Detroit.
Mr. & Mrs. Nolhe Smith of
Paducah were Friday visitors of
Mr, Johnnie ()Oland who is ill.
Mil. Bush Washburn who spent
' the past month .with her son, Mr.
i•St Mrs. Charlie Washburn and
I daughter, returned home Saturday.
_
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DOWN, DOWN FROM 11TH FLOOR
11117
gl
A GRAY-HAIRED man whose life somehow overwhelmed hint
hurtles downward from llth Boor ledge of a downtown Los apt'.
lea building. As he leaped, three policemen were making up to dis-
suade him. Los Angeles Examiner photographer Jack Wyman
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and Julia. They were ar visitos
of Mrs. Urel Chrisinan at the hos-
pital Monday.
Mr. & Mrs. Randolph Freeland
and children of Michigan visited
Mr. & Mrs. Mason Freeland last
week.
Mr. & Mrs. Alley Jackson have
had as guests the past week their
daughter and family from Califor-
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ing Men Agree Up-on_.
It is in the nature of things for men
and to argue and dispute.
„on,
Football, baseball4)olitics—guns, golfclubs, heeds
in dogs ... name a best, and you have an argument.
And SO it goes through G
horses and tennis and makes of planes.
riat and trains-1V.,
But when the discussion thrns to motor cars, you'll •
scrdom get an argument if you name C.1DILLIC
as the car of cars.
That's about as close as men come to universal
agreement. And with good frason.
Who could look about him at the various styles in
motor cars—and not give the nod to Cadillac for ie.,'
great dignified silhouette?
Who' could take the wheel of thi; dynamic per-
former—and not crown it the king of the highway?
alt
Who could relax in its.luxurious comfort for a mile
or. five.hundred—and fall to recognize it as the finest
riding car on the. world's highways!
And who could look hack' overits illustrious past
—or lodk about him at the .people who own it
and drive it today—and not acclaim it as th; Most
distinguished car in the whole automotive world?
We feel assured that you, yourself, are aware that
Cadillac is the cat of cars. But that is but pan' of
the wonderful Cadillac story., •
There arc economy—and value—and deperda.
Wiry. And there are all the other sound, practical
reasons for owning a 'Cid- iliac.
fipme in Sand see us.•thirty minutes at the wheel
;_and you'll Understand why there's no argument
about a Cadillac!
J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
Seventh and Main Telephone 96, Mayfield
Telephone 833, Murray 32'J W. Broadway
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